Over the last decade, Python emerged as the language of choice for data processing and model building. Yet, the developer productivity of Python comes at the cost of slow execution speed and high demand for resources. Compiling Python to efficient, optimized machine code could help, but writing a general-purpose Python compiler is inherently difficult. Python’s dynamic typing, dynamic dispatch, and object format all impede standard compiler optimizations, and efforts to write compilers over two decades have failed to produce substantial speedups for practical data science workloads.

This dissertation introduces two specialized compilers that leverage the high-level structure of a query to compile Python to efficient code for parallel data science workloads. The first exploits the domain-specific program structure of data science pipelines and generates code specialized to a sample of the input data, which allows making assumptions about types and common-case behavior. This results in a novel data-driven compilation approach that produces highly efficient machine code. Our prototype data analytics system, Tuplex, demonstrates that data-driven compilation beats state-of-the-art systems by a factor of $5 \times$ to $91 \times$ on realistic workloads.

We then explore the idea of hyperspecialization, which generates custom code for disjoint data partitions to avoid sampling errors and improve overall efficiency for heterogeneous datasets. In a distributed setting using serverless functions to avoid sampling errors and improve overall efficiency. Building on Tuplex, we show that this next-generation system, Viton, benefits from hyperspecialization for realistic workloads and reduces cost and runtime by a factor of $2 \times$ to $3 \times$. Viton uses serverless Lambda functions to achieve massive parallelism at low latencies together with a more advanced data-driven compilation approach backed by hyperspecialization.
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Python won. It has become the lingua franca for data science in the 21st century. In the last four annual data science pools conducted by KDnuggets, a popular data science community, Python was each time voted as the dominant data science language – favoured and beloved by data scientists around the globe [136, 135, 151]. The immense popularity of Python can be attributed to its beginner-friendliness, high-level abstractions, versatility and vast universe of packages available that are backed by a supportive community [15]. These features make Python attractive, and often the first-choice for prototyping as well as the primary tool to work with large datasets [11]. Indeed, developer time, at which Python excels due to its low startup time (being an interpreted language) and high expressiveness, is sometimes considered to be even more important than raw execution speed [8]. However, the productivity of Python comes at a steep price: language features like dynamic typing, automatic memory management and a single-threaded design using a global interpreter lock result in slow execution speed [60, 205] and high memory consumption, making Python one on the most energy-inefficient languages of the planet [99, 10]. With the projected growth of data centers [71] finding novel solutions to improve Python’s efficiency to avoid both frustration when waiting for a query to complete and improving overall efficiency for big data workloads is of paramount interest.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\hline
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Existing Python compilers and the two novel systems, Tuplex and Viton, presented in this dissertation.}
\end{table}

Due to Python’s widespread adoption and significance within the industry, many major tech companies decided to back and develop their own fork of Python in order to speed up their workloads and maintain compatibility for existing code bases (cf. Table 1.1). In this dissertation, we focus on a scenario where users want to process medium to large-scale datasets using logic written in Python. Contrary to its first objective, processing large-scale data with Python was never intended as primary use case, as the original design of Python very much aligned with to be a fast interpreted language with minimal startup time. For a long time – till Python 3.11 – the consensus within the Python community was that micro-optimizations and code specializations should be avoided, as they provide only in minor speed improvements [175, 9, 176]. However, the pressure of other Python implementations utilizing
techniques like Quickening [18] implemented successfully in both Pyston [108] and Cinder [13] lead to a shift within
the community [168]. With the faster CPython project to achieve a 5× speed improvement of the current state,
techniques like quickening and just-in-time compilation are planned to be subsequently rolled out into the reference
implementation, CPython, itself [167]. Early results with formerly deemed negligible optimizations showed speed
improvements of 10 – 60% [168] which anecdotally are also verified in chapter 2. But even for simple programs
rewriting logic in the form of a Python C-extension easily achieves speedups of one to two orders of magnitude over
comparable Python code. To maintain fast interpretation of source code, optimizations have to be foregone in favor
of fast just-in-time compilation [167]. This makes it unlikely that the faster CPython project will reach comparable
performance to a C/C++ compiler that can spend more on compilation and optimizations in the future.

Alternative implementations like the ones in table 1.1 have been successful in speeding up simple, numeric-heavy
Python code, but existing alternate drop-in replacements do not work at all or only provide mediocre speed improve-
ments for typical enterprise workloads that are dominated by string operations [17] (cf. chapter 2 for an evaluation).

This results in a classical two-language problem [14]: On the one hand data scientists prefer to write prototypes
and pipelines in a high-level language like Python, only to discover at some point performance limitations, that require
rewriting most or even all of a pipeline in a more efficient way [93]. Popular choices include using abstractions
like SQL or a rewrite using large-scale processing frameworks in more efficient languages like C++, Java, Scala,
Go or Rust. Indeed, the availability of a wide range of execution backends prompted the introduction of abstractions
like Dataframes that can then be lowered for execution[68, 134].

This process makes it incredibly difficult to scale pipelines developed as prototypes on a smaller scale to a
full-scale production setting [183]. Indeed, the time to product is a partial factor that leads to failure of data science
projects to deliver value in commercial settings [72].

1.1 Background and Challenges

Data-parallel systems offer high-level interfaces to process data. A popular abstraction are LINQ-style MapReduce
programs which fueled a big data hype in the early 2010s [44]. [103, 25]. Frameworks built to provide similar
APIs allow users to submit custom written user defined functions (UDFs) that are then assembled using higher-level
functions like map, filter, join or aggregate. Yet, due to the constraints of the Python interpreter most frameworks
are architected in a way that they use dedicated Python worker processes to execute arbitrary Python code.

A driver program contains the high-level query, written using the high-level abstractions a framework provides
together with the user-defined Python code to be executed by each higher-level operation. After carrying out optional
planning and optimizations, a query plan is then executed through the execution engine which in turn invokes multiple
Shipping custom Python Code: The code corresponding to the Python UDFs has to be communicated to the worker processes in order to be evaluated. The worker process can either run locally on the same machine where the driver program is invoked, or as a remote process on another machine. This can be done either by forking the original Python process or by serializing the original functions. A popular choice for serialization is Cloudpickle [137] which is built upon the pickle serialization format for arbitrary Python objects. Nearly all modern data processing frameworks use Cloudpickle as it allows to ship functions across a network to remote worker processes. But Cloudpickle does not support all language features, e.g. nested functions or global variables, as upon invocation the environment of an object must be closed. In addition, libraries and dependencies must be manually resolved which is challenging and is often done by loading complete libraries instead of the parts required to execute the serialized function.

Exchanging Python objects: Python objects created as result of the invocation of a UDF as well as conversion of data to input to be passed to Python UDFs result in an overhead. Even though it is possible to write an execution engine using Python objects only, this would be very slow. Instead, most execution engines have a dedicated, faster in-memory format to perform certain higher-level operations (e.g., joins or aggregates) more efficiently. This means that invocation of Python UDFs results in serialization overheads due to object conversion.

Communicating data between workers: Besides conversion of objects, due to the absence of first-class multithreading support within the Python interpreter, frameworks use an execution engine that spawns multiple processes to parallelize work. As a result, worker processes are forced to communicate with the execution engine and with each other using some form of inter-process communication (IPC). Communication via sockets, e.g. in Spark [204] or shared-memory, e.g. in Ray [112], is inefficient as it requires copying the data via syscalls.

Execution of Python Code: Executing the actual UDFs does often require additional logic in the worker process. The natural idea of replacing the interpreter with a more efficient runtime does not necessarily improve overall efficiency as demonstrated in our paper [172]. Most frameworks therefore still use by default the CPython interpreter for its worker processes. While leveraging transpilers like Cython or Nuitka that translate Python to C-code can help to improve runtime performance, the compile time to lower C code to machine code can be larger than the total query time. For example in our paper [172] we observed compilation times of 5s and execution engines using C/C++ code generation report compilation times of around 10s [132]. This is especially problematic when using high degrees of parallelism, as
the additional compile time needed may eclipse the actual query execution time [78]. Therefore, balancing compile and query execution time with the degree of parallelism available is critical to achieve lower end-to-end time for the user.

1.1.1 | Research problems

When comparing the performance of a hand-written C++ program to a pipeline executed by a parallel data framework there is a wide performance gap in existing solutions. For example, in chapter 2 we provide an example where a single-threaded C++ program outperforms a tuned Spark program using 16 cores at once by a factor of 1.6x, even though the problem is embarrassingly parallel. To improve performance, the key obstacles to overcome are improving overall UDF execution performance and provide a redesigned system architecture to avoid existing architectural limitations when it comes to parallelism and communication.

With this dissertation, we therefore seek to answer the following questions:

(1) How can we compile Python UDFs to avoid interpreter overheads?
(2) How can we overcome optimization barriers induced by the use of a mix of high-level and UDF-driven operators in an execution engine?
(3) How can we reduce or avoid communication overhead between an execution engine and Python worker processes?

1.2 | Thesis statement

With this work, we introduce data driven compilation as a technique to generate more efficient machine from Python code by building a specialized compiler for big data workloads. Our technique is based upon four crucial key observations of properties that UDFs satisfy when they are embedded within a high-level operator graph in a data processing context:

(1) The workflow graph dictates upfront what and how much data to process. This allows to draw statistical conclusions ahead of time using sampling that help determine common-case types and patterns in the data that the compiler can specialize towards. With classical query planning techniques borrowed from database management systems (DBMSs) this also allows to identify which UDFs lie on a critical path compared to techniques in tracing JITs that first have to detect which and what code regions are hot.

(2) The code of all UDFs is known upfront, i.e. no additional dynamic code is being generated during query execution\(^3\).

\(^3\)We exclude esoteric use cases here, like a UDF using the built-in \texttt{eval} function.
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(3) UDFs have specific structure: Each UDF takes a row object as input and produces another row object as output. A high-level operator specifies how to process the collection of row objects, e.g. in the case of filter whether to keep rows or not.

(4) UDFs are embedded within the high-level graph, are closed upon passing them to an operator and are pure/stateless in the sense that they can be meaningfully reexecuted.

These observations can be leveraged to build a special-purpose, integrated UDF/query compiler and lead to the first thesis statement:

**Statement 1:** It is possible to build a specializing compiler for data processing pipelines that maintains the semantics of Python for a given program and input dataset but significantly improves efficiency by specializing to the input data using an upfront sample of the input data.

However, specialization naturally leads to cases where data does not satisfy constraints that are necessary for optimizations. By utilizing the property that UDFs can be reprocessed and are stateless, a UDF may be always reprocessed in a code path that has fewer restrictions. This observation motivates dual-case processing. A novel, coarse-grained execution strategy for which we generate a normal and general code path. At the beginning of the execution-phase, we classify each input row to belong either to the normal or general case and process them accordingly. This means we can use a single check per row in comparison to continuous checks (and guards) within tracing compilers. Rows that do not belong to either path process on a fallback path using the original CPython interpreter motivating the next thesis statement:

**Statement 2:** By splitting data upfront into a normal, general and fallback path, expensive deoptimizations can be avoided and Python semantics maintained using dual-case processing.

Finally, whereas dual-case processing enables to process data more efficiently, sampling all input data may quickly become prohibitive. Especially in a distributed context, waiting for a sampling stage to complete leads to underutilization of massively parallel resources. Therefore, we propose a different strategy: first, use a lightweight sampling approach to get a first result on the overall query structure and then during execution hyperspecialize on the input data if it exhibits heterogeneity in order to compensate for suboptimal specialization stemming from the initial sample. This concludes the thesis with:

---

*This means that functions like random() are considered pure/stateless too.*
Statement 3: Adapting code generation to individual data subsets can be used to benefit a distributed execution environment by hyperspecializing on-demand on the input data to avoid sampling error and capture specialization opportunities within differing marginal data distributions.

1.3 | Thesis contributions and Outline

As core contribution of this thesis, we implemented two novel big data processing frameworks: Tuplex and Viton, and used them to validate the statements in §1.2. The content of this dissertation is comprised of work that is either currently under submission or has been published before.

- Leonhard Spiegelberg, Tim Kraska, and Malte Schwarzkopf. “Viton: A hyper-specializing execution engine for the serverless age”. In: under submission. 2023

The work on Tuplex and Viton described here also draws from a Bachelor’s and a Master’s thesis:

- Benjamin Givertz. “Incremental Exception Resolution in Tuplex”. Brown University, 2022
- Yunzhi Shao. “Speculative Compilation of Complex UDFs in Python Data Science”. Brown University, 2022

I also co-authored the following publications, which informed the work presented in this dissertation, but did not directly contribute to its contents:

- Konstantinos Stylianou, Leonhard Spiegelberg, Maurice Herlihy, and Nic Carter. “Cryptocurrency competition and market concentration in the presence of network effects”. In: Ledger 6 (2021), pp. 81–101
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The outline of this dissertation is as follows: Chapter 2 gives background on understanding the architectural choices of existing systems and their resulting limitations that result in subpar performance. Chapter 4 introduces data-driven compilation and the design choices that led to the development of Tuplex. Chapter 5 verifies statements 1 and 2 from §1.2 through experiments and evaluation. These two chapters are mainly based on work previously published in SIGMOD’21 [172] and VLDB’19 [173]. Chapter 6 introduces Viton as a distributed system overcoming the challenges of heterogeneous datasets and addresses statement 3 from §1.2. A detailed evaluation for Viton is described in detail in chapter 7. Finally, this dissertation concludes in a discussion of achieved contributions and ideas for future research in chapter 8.
Python is an immensely popular language for rapid prototyping and working with large-scale datasets. In fact, a majority of data scientists today prefer to write code in Python, as the language is easy to learn and convenient to use [66]. But the features that make Python convenient for programming—dynamic typing, automatic memory management, and a huge module ecosystem—come at the cost of low performance compared to hand-optimized code and an often frustrating debugging experience. Python code executes in a bytecode interpreter, which interprets instructions, tracks object types, manages memory, and handles exceptions.

Imagine, for example, a data scientist who would like to extract the number of bedrooms from a string like '3 bds , 1 ba , 1,560 sqft'. A very straightforward way would be to write a simple UDF in Python like \[
\text{lambda x}: \text{int(x.split('bd')[0].strip())}
\] which transforms the string into an integer. In order to apply the same function to a collection of individual strings, or more generally rows, frameworks like Pandas or Spark are popular choices to provide high-level abstractions that facilitate parallel operations over large datasets.

While this example is extremely simple and amount of lines rather small, there are already multiple challenges to overcome in order to process the dataset efficiently.

**Parsing data efficiently and schema inference:** Formats like CSV do not specify types upfront. Hence, a system has to detect how many columns are there, which CSV dialect is used, whether the amount of cells per row are always the same, whether a header row is present and if data within a column is homogeneous. I.e., is there a case where in the same column one row stores for example a number and one row a string? While it is possible to treat all columns in a CSV file as string types by default, this is not very user-friendly as most users would need to either explicitly type, validate or parse data manually. This process is not only error-prone but also cumbersome. I.e., in the case of PySpark, the pipeline would only work if there was no escaped newline character '\n' (or '\r') present in the file for the custom logic written in fig. 2.1. Spark also does provide a higher-level DataFrame API together with Java code generation, PySparkSQL, but in order to use this API with user-defined functions, users need to convert either to Python objects, or type UDFs explicitly.

**Eager vs. lazy execution model:** Pandas provides an eager API, that materializes data fully upon each invocation of an operation. In the example above this means that the CSV file is first loaded into memory, and then a new column 'bds' is created by applying the UDF with the 'facts' column as input. Yet, frameworks like PySpark
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(a) Pandas

```python
import pandas as pd
df = pd.read_csv('raw_data.csv')
df['bds'] = df['facts'].apply(lambda x: int(x.split('bd')[0].strip()))
```

(b) PySpark

```python
import csv, io
from pyspark.context import SparkContext
sc = SparkContext()
header = sc.textFile('raw_data.csv').map(lambda t: t.split(',')) .take(1)[0]
def extract_csv(line):
    reader = csv.reader(io.StringIO(line))
cells = next(reader)
return dict(zip(header, cells))
def extract_bds(row):
    return int(row['facts'].split('bd')[0].strip())
sc.textFile('raw_data.csv')
    .zipWithIndex().filter(lambda t: t[1] != 0)
    .map(lambda t: t[0]).map(extract_csv).map(extract_bds).collect()
```

(c) PySparkSQL

```python
from pyspark.sql import SparkSession
from pyspark.sql.types import StringType, IntegerType
from pyspark.sql.functions import udf, col
spark = SparkSession.builder.getOrCreate()
@udf(returnType=IntegerType())
def extract_bds(facts):
    return int(facts.split('bd')[0].strip())
spark.read.options(header=True, mode='PERMISSIVE', escape='\')
csv('raw_data.csv').withColumn('bds', extract_bds(col('facts'))).collect()
```

(d) Tuplex

```python
import tuplex
ctx = tuplex.Context()
ctx.csv('raw_data.csv')
    .withColumn('bds', lambda row: int(row['facts'].split('bd')[0].strip()))
    .collect()
```

Figure 2.1: Four different ways to process raw data in CSV format to extract information about the number of bedrooms stored in strings. Pandas uses an eager evaluation model, which requires materialization of the full data upon reading. Both Tuplex and PySpark/PySparkSQL build a lazy evaluation graph, which gets evaluated via a collect action. PySpark uses tasks to process batches of Python objects, and PySparkSQL uses code generation for the query graph in which Python UDFs may be embedded.
use a lazy execution model as it allows to build an operator graph lazily. The advantage of an operator graph is the ability to optimize on it when the graph is evaluated, usually through special operations called actions that force materialization like collect or to_file. Looking holistically at multiple operations together allows to minimize intermediate materialization points between operators, reorder operators, or skip parts of the input data which are not needed. Note though that using a lazy execution model means that data is read at the state of when an action is performed, not when a read command is issued. This means that a framework build using a lazy execution model does have different semantics when it comes to data consistency. Any optimization applied to the operator graph has to ensure that Python semantics are kept as if optimizations were not performed, which can be challenging.

**UDFs are optimization barriers:** Typically in data processing frameworks, UDFs are treated as black boxes and a framework has no knowledge about the internal workings of a UDF. Within a query graph this effectively means that a UDF becomes an optimization barrier, as a framework can not reason about which columns e.g. a UDF accesses, how long it will take, or whether it could be vectorized. This lack of knowledge makes it difficult to apply many logical operations like projections, reordering or splitting the UDF operator into multiple operators. By treating UDFs as black-boxes a query optimizer may generate a suboptimal plan.

**Efficient processing relies on 3rd party libraries:** Interestingly though, the same pipeline could be also written in standard Python without any 3rd party library involved (listing 1). While certainly abstractions of a 3rd party library are welcome by many developers to save development time, the major reason to rely on 3rd party libraries for data processing pipelines written in Python is the performance of Python itself. Python is an interpreted language that is executed through a Python runtime. The most widely used Python runtime is the language reference implementation CPython, which till today is the only runtime considered to provide support for all language features. Except for certain scenarios, CPython is also the default implementation deployed in production around the world. But CPython is known to be notoriously slow and unable to take advantage of modern, multi-core architectures.

```python
import csv

rows = []
with open('raw_data.csv') as f:
    reader = csv.DictReader(f)
    for row in reader:
        row['bds'] = int(row['facts'].split('bd')[0].strip())
        rows.append(row)
```

**Listing 1:** The same pipeline as in fig. 2.1 written using the Python standard library.
2.1 | Quick development, slow performance

Many popular frameworks provide a frontend layer in Python which call more efficient primitives written typically directly in C/C++ [27] as CPython allows to call native code loaded dynamically via its C-API [41]. Popular libraries like Pandas [101], Numpy [53], TensorFlow [1] or PyTorch [130] are implemented with such a C backend. But, using efficient 3rd party libraries limits users to APIs available and makes it difficult and often impossible to write custom code including control flow or in the form of user-defined functions (UDFs).

The main issue is, that the benefit of writing code quickly from a user perspective in Python comes at the cost of performance. This problem appears to be deep-seated: Python has been around for more than 20 years, but its performance over the last decade increased only marginally. This is despite huge efforts of the community to improve performance and tune the reference implementation – i.e., the release version of Python even uses a custom written test-suite to perform profile-guided optimization to tune the executable accordingly. Over the years different alternative implementations like Jython [73] or Pypy [148] have been proposed, but haven’t become mainstream and CPython still remain the most widely-used Python language implementation. In this section, we give some background on why replacing CPython is difficult and motivate a different approach of providing a solution for a more specialized, domain-specific scenario of processing large-scale data with Python which is described in detail in chapter 4.

![Figure 2.2](attachment:image.png)

**Figure 2.2:** More than a decade of development only lead to performance improvements of 48% (Zillow) to 62% (Count primes) of the reference implementation (CPython) compared to its minor release of version 3.2 in 2011.

To demonstrate the challenges of finding a more efficient Python runtime, we discuss anecdotal experiments using two queries. The first query (Zillow) stems from [172] (Z2 in the paper), and executes a mix of filter and map operations over a CSV file to extract information about real estate listings in the Boston area. The second query comes from a blog post about our system Tuplex, which computes prime numbers [115]. Unless otherwise noted we run experiments for the Zillow query with a scaled 1GB input file of the original data on r5d.xlarge EC2 instance
Figure 2.3: Each Python object is implemented in CPython using a C struct [98]. _PyObject_HEAD_EXTRA form a doubly-linked list of all active heap objects.

and use the input data from the blog post [115] scaled to 16 elements. In fig. 2.2 we show the two queries run with different Python3 minor releases. Each release thereby uses the latest available patch version as of April 9th, 20231. When we look at the result (averages of 10 runs), we can see that there is clear trend of improved performance over time with occasional performance degradation between minor releases for our anecdotal queries. Indeed, jumps in performance can be mostly explained by major initiatives within the Python community: From Python 3.5 to 3.6 performance was improved through a better dictionary implementation [141]. In Python 3.7 attribute accesses and a new fast method call are introduced [140] which has been further refined through a new vectorcall protocol in 3.8 [64]. Python 3.9 brings a new parser [84], and Python 3.10 various micro-optimizations related to type lookups [155]. Yet, the release of 3.11 changed CPython more fundamentally which can be attributed to the goal of improving the reference implementation by a factor of 4–5× as part of the “faster CPython initiative” [167]. The major change here is the introduction of a new, specializing adaptive interpreter to overcome the dynamism of Python, which is one of the major challenges any Python implementation has to face. However, the goal of a 4–5× faster implementation has not been reached and 2 years of implementation resulted in 10–60% performance improvement [156]. This is makes it likely, that reaching the target speedup factor will be a multi-year effort if it will happen ever.

2.2 | Reasons why CPython is slow

There are multiple internal factors that play a role why the reference implementation is slow. Major factors we identified are dynamic typing and dispatch, the in-memory object format the interpreter uses, the interpreter’s memory management, and the limitations of using a single global mutex. Especially overcoming dynamic typing and dispatch and keeping compatibility with CPython formats are challenges that make it difficult to build an alternate runtime in the first place to eventually outperform the standard CPython implementation.

1Performance of 3.12 was approximated using the alpha release 3.12.0a7 as Python 3.12 is scheduled to be released later in 2023
Dynamic typing and dispatch: Everything in Python is an object associated with and id, type and value [181]. The immutable type of an object thereby defines the behavior at runtime. The behavior of an object may either be predefined in the language runtime\(^2\), by overloading object methods and attributes or by providing an implementation in the form of a C-extension that replaces slots in the Python Object C-structure representation with a custom implementation. A common pattern is to add expensive type checks that are executed during runtime for every single operation to ensure compatibility between two objects. In the case of incompatible objects, exception objects are thrown that may get resolved in outer code blocks. Therefore, it is challenging to determine upfront which objects of which type are produced, as the behavior of objects depends on their runtime type. Implementations can barely make any assumptions and have to keep respecting the semantics of the language reference implementation (CPython).

Python object format: CPython has a standard in-memory object format (cf. fig. 2.3) that needs to be maintained in order to interface with third-party libraries, and that in addition is also required to guarantee semantics for certain operations over objects. For simple objects, the in-memory representation can become quite costly, e.g. a dictionary may require several kilobytes of storage for just a few values.

Memory management: Python uses automatic reference counting together with a garbage collector. Thus, at any time costly garbage collection runs may occur leading, to overall slow-downs. Memory in the interpreter is protected using a single, global mutex, called the GIL (global interpreter lock). This means, that whenever a memory region in the interpreter has to be modified the GIL must be obtained.

Concurrency: Object access is equally like memory management protected by the GIL. This forces Python execution to be essentially single-threaded. While there’s the option to use multi-threading, only IO operations or functions using the C-interface can utilize multiple cores effectively when giving up the lock over the interpreter because only one thread may execute Python code at any time [182].

2.3 | Alternative Python implementations

Nearly every year a new "Python" is announced to solve the performance issues of CPython. Of the various attempts, PyPy is widely regarded as the most mature reimplementaton (with more than a decade of continuous innovation and development) of the reference implementation, though it only supports a restricted subset of Python called RPython [148], which encompasses and supports most language features. While there are some differences

\(^2\)the CPython interpreter is usually used as reference implementation to define the default behavior of built-in types like \texttt{int, float, str, ...}
to CPython, PyPy is regarded as a viable option to run many Python programs and promises to deliver improved performance through its just-in-time (JIT) compiler design. Of the more recent projects both Pyston [108], originally supported by Dropbox, and Cinder [cinder], sponsored by Meta, are directly build on top of CPython and aim to improve performance through careful optimization and introduction of fast just-in-time compilation for hotspots in the reference implementation. GraalPython is an experimental, but rapidly growing, reimplementation of Python on top of GraalVM and the Truffle framework [124, 123].

![Graphs showing performance comparisons](image)

**Figure 2.4:** General-purpose Python alternatives work for simple, numeric functions (2.4a) but fail to speed up typical big data workloads involving string operations (2.4b). Speedup factors relative to the CPython baseline are denoted using × in the graphs. Numba does not support the zillow workload.

In Figure 2.4, we show the performance of alternative Python runtimes anecdotally by showing the speedups they provide on a realistic big data workload cleaning real estate listings [172] using a 1GB input file in CSV format and an artificial, numeric-heavy workload [115] counting prime numbers. For the query counting prime numbers all implementations are able to detect the loop and execute more efficient code for it. Both GraalPython and Numba are also able to leverage vectorization to reach a speedup factor close to 30×. But for workloads involving strings the picture is different: despite different techniques [174, 16] and varying implementations, only a single alternate runtime, Pyston, outperforms the reference runtime CPython for the Zillow query. Furthermore, when scaling the query to a 10GB input file GraalPython exhausted the memory of our machine (256GB) completely and resulted in a crash. While anecdotal, this experiment shows that building a general-purpose Python compiler that can be used as a replacement for CPython is non-trivial and performance improvements are not always guaranteed. While we did not perform a thorough study of the vast universe of alternative python versions, existing literature hints that PyPy can in many scenarios outperform CPython reliably but sacrifices startup cost compared to the reference implementation [146].

This leaves us with the realization, that perhaps a more practical approach is required to scale Python processing for data pipelines.


Chapter 2: Background

2.4 Multi-core architectures and parallelism

With multi-core architectures being the norm, many data processing problems can be scaled to multi-core architectures by increasing parallelism of the execution engine. Python itself comes with standard modules which allow to parallelize workloads using a thread pool or multiple processes. In fig. 2.5, we show the effect of using Python’s built-in modules on overall, end-to-end performance. Due to the embarrassingly-parallel nature of both sample queries, multi-processing achieves better performance using multiple cores compared to a single core. However, adding more and more cores results in diminishing returns at some point as Amdahl’s law takes over. In contrary to multi-processing, multi-threading actually results in a worse multi-core performance than when using a single-core. The reason for this is the contention on the GIL and the absence of code sections like I/O interrupts, requests or long-running C-code Python extensions that do not require the GIL. In fact, this leaves multi-processing as the only option for scaling compute across multiple cores in Python.

Higher-level, data-parallel frameworks like Pandas, Spark, Dask or Ray [102, 204, 149, 112] provide an initial abstraction over the data to process, often in the form of dataframes or a parallel collection of objects or tasks that facilitate distributing a workload amongst multiple processes. Besides more convenient abstractions, they also overcome some issues with Python’s built-in multiprocessing module, where e.g. functions can be only at the top-level and need to be able to be pickled. A critical piece of any multi-core abstraction is the atomic unit to use in order to distribute work. Spark uses rows as its logical atomic unit, but processes data in batches. Ray uses tasks as primary abstractions, and leaves it to the user to logically subdivide work. Dask, similarly to Ray, is based on tasks, but provides abstractions like bags or dataframes to provide users with automatic data partitioning. Due to the limitations of using threads within Python, whenever data-parallel frameworks want to execute Python code, their only option...
is to rely on multi-processing. As a result, the general architecture of existing frameworks consists usually of a driver that receives the Python program, a planner that translates API calls into a graph and an execution engine that spawns dedicated Python worker processes (fig. 2.6). But using worker processes requires inter-process communication of both the code to execute and the data on which to compute. Spark and Dask use sockets to communicate with worker processes, whereas Ray uses an object storage process which communicates via shared memory via the workers [111]. All frameworks use cloudpickle[137] to communicate Python code, whereas a variety of different in-memory data formats to exchange data are used. These can be either framework specific or open-source formats like Arrow to enable zero-copy integration with other frameworks [6].

However, all of these frameworks require multiple logical units to scale. For single, large objects like matrices found in Machine Learning program this does not work. A simple solution to speedup processing over such large, single objects has been introduced in the form of split annotations, which allow to break up large objects into smaller ones so they fit into the cache [127]. In this dissertation, we focus on how existing, data-parallel frameworks can be improved as they provide a priori a suitable abstraction for a user to break up large-scale task into individual subtasks (compared to the a posteriori approach of split annotations). Our core abstraction is thereby in the form of rows and columns, similar to a relational database. However, unlike a relational database, we do not require rows to adhere to one static schema. Rather, any row can contain objects of arbitrary types.

The issue with data-parallel frameworks is that while they enable to scale workloads across multiple machines which often is sufficient, they execute Python code rather inefficiently. Nearly every modern DBMS, on the other hand, uses code-generation to provide competitive performance. But code-generation for Python is challenging.

### 2.5 Code generation

Consider Spark, which originally was designed to provide MapReduce APIs to run user-provided functions in Scala or Java. These UDFs are executed by first compiling them to JVM bytecode and executing them both via
the Janino Java Compiler (Scala can be compiled to Java via the scala compiler). But support for Python was added to Spark more as an afterthought without the expectation that it would once dominate API usage [200]. Whenever Spark executes a UDF written in Python, it has to materialize a batch of rows to Python objects from its internal format, pass it to a Python worker process, and finally materialize the result of the UDF back to its internal format. Besides the overheads of performing unnecessary data copies there is also a more fundamental architectural concern with this approach when it comes to code generation. The major benefit of code generation is to be able to carry out high-level query optimizations first, before emitting efficient code with a minimal amount of required materialization points [119]. But, introducing a UDF that is executed in a separate worker process introduces an optimization barrier into the optimizer. I.e., the query optimizer is not able anymore to perform logical optimizations beyond the UDF boundary, which can result in a suboptimal query plan in the worst case.

In the database community, SQL is the defacto query language which provides convenient high-level abstractions that can be optimized through a query planner to generate an efficient query plan. For this reason projects like ByePy [36, 32] or Froid [144, 143] compile UDFs to SQL as this enables UDFs to be inlined into a SQL query that subsequently can be optimized. However, compiling arbitrary UDFs to SQL is not trivial and mostly works only for UDFs that can be statically typed with a proper object-relational mapping. Moreover, while SQL optimizers have been tuned for years to generate plans for complex operations like JOINs just recently introduction of classical compiler optimizations into SQL optimizers has been proposed [147]. Many SQL optimizers are challenged by complex expressions and do not optimize them well [195].

The promise of achieving superior performance through code generation prompted us to develop a new way of approaching the problem of providing an efficient way to execute Python code at scale. Instead of trying to build another general-purpose compiler that will run into the same obstacles as others before, we decided to focus on a more narrow, constrained problem: building a specialized compiler and execution engine that leverages the implicit properties of UDFs embedded within a high-level query to make compilation feasible.
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In order to generate efficient code, a compiler needs to know the shape and type of each variable at compilation time. But the primary challenge when it comes to types in Python is that the language itself has no formal specification of a type system nor its operational semantics [138]. Instead, the semantics of Python are mostly defined through the reference implementation [202]. As a consequence, over the years multiple type systems have been proposed to capture the implicit semantics of Python and reason about which results or errors the execution of a Python program should yield. Examples of such retro-fitted type systems are Static Python [97] or popular static type checking tools like MyPy [90], PyType [47] or PySonar2 [194] which each define their own, tool-specific type system and semantics.

Static analyzers and type annotations: Type-checking as part of static analysis can help to ensure that a program adheres to typing rules and does not achieve an undesired state. To perform type checking, checkers need to rely often on users to augment or explicitly annotate identifiers with types as it is difficult to reason about Python programs. For this reason, various tools exist that help to generate type stubs to either be used directly by static analyzers or refined by users to define an initial set of type annotations for a Python program.

However, famously ‘Python will remain a dynamically typed language, and the authors have no desire to ever make type hints mandatory, even by convention ‘ [152]. Type hints are neither required nor enforced during runtime, which means that compilers can not rely on type annotations to be truthful or present. Consider for example listing 2 which is a well-defined Python program. But, up until runtime it is unclear whether the program will produce a TypeError, execute safely or which types for \( b \) would make the program sound as both the slot for addition on the object \( a \) as well as \( b \) may get arbitrarily overloaded at any time.

Having a type system in place is desirable as it allows to capture bugs related to unhandled exceptions early on, avoid type errors upfront through static analysis and provide support for linters and code completion within user

```python
def foo(a: str, b: Any) -> str:
    # works for 'hello ' + 'world!' but fails for 'hello' + 123
    return a + b
```

Listing 2: Type annotations were introduced in PEP-484 [152], but are not enforced at compilation time contrary to other languages.
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IDEs. Most importantly though, when developing a compiler a type system can help to ensure correctness in terms of translation to machine code and safe execution.

The lack of clearly defined semantics for Python make it challenging to reason about variable types, control flow, exceptions and errors [43]. As a consequence each implementation of Python has two core challenges to solve: 1. Ensure semantics of CPython are adequately captured and/or 2. Provide a reasonable model of operational semantics to follow. This is difficult, as any deviation from the behavior from the CPython reference implementation would violate essentially the language semantics, but nuances of the reference implementation would need to be captured in a type system to guarantee correctness and interoperability with packages.

Consider for example the \texttt{is} operator within Python: For integers in the range $-5 \leq x \leq 256$ calling \texttt{is} on integers behaves like the operator $==$ because small-integer objects are cached\(^1\). Yet, the language reference defines \texttt{is} as a test to determine if two objects are the same\(^2\). For $x=1000$ and $y=1000$ e.g. evaluates to \texttt{False} as two long objects get allocated. So it is unclear, what semantics to follow in this case, i.e. whether to model semantics for \texttt{is} to reflect checking for object identity in memory or to reflect the quirks of the CPython reference implementation. Not reflecting the quirks could have serious consequences and would mean in the worst case crashes or simply non-interoperability with any Python program written for the CPython implementation originally.

**Dynamic language features:** Python is a dynamic language that provides extensive reflection and meta programming capabilities [192]. Popular dynamic language features in Python are for example introspection or modification of objects via built-in functions like \texttt{getattr}, \texttt{hasattr} or \texttt{setattr}, as well as code generation (\texttt{eval}, \texttt{compile}) and dynamic loading of libraries [142]. Because both the behavior and shape of Python objects can be modified at any time, this makes typing control flow and ensuring semantics challenging. Furthermore, the rapidly evolving set of Python features makes it hard for static type analyzers to keep up and guarantee semantics [202].

**Restricted language subsets:** A common approach when designing Python compilers is to restrict compilation to a subset of the language [148] or merely use Python as a syntax and change semantics to fit a compiler-specific type system. [142] carried out a detailed study to detect how many dynamic features typically are present within both programs and within libraries. Their findings suggest that dynamic features are indeed widely used and restricting users to a subset of the language that can be statically typed was overly conservative. While they confirm that a majority of dynamic features are used during initialization (or module import), they report 16 – 29% of programs still do use dynamic features during runtime.

\(^1\)https://github.com/python/cpython/blob/3.9/Objects/longobject.c#L45
\(^2\)https://docs.python.org/3/reference/expressions.html#is-not
A similar study confirmed the result and also showed that other language features like lambda functions, comprehensions, context managers or generators are widely used beyond initialization [202].

Take-away: Defining sound types for Python statically is hard and may be even impossible. There is no widely accepted, unique type system available for Python that captures all nuances of the reference implementation yet.

### 3.1 Sample-based type-inference

Rather than solving the type problem for Python generally, for Tuplex we solve a more domain specific problem of assigning types to variables at query compile time. The key insight is that operating in a large-scale data-processing and compiling only UDFs embedded within high-level operators like `map`, `filter`, or `aggregate` (which each do require a UDF, in the case of aggregate two UDFs for distributing the work) actually is a much more feasible problem than typing an arbitrary Python program. In Tuplex, a high-level operator transforms a sequence of rows into another sequence of rows.

Tuplex’s UDF compiler is not a general-purpose compiler, but rather a special-purpose compiler for UDFs embedded within high-level operators.

Compared to static Python compilers that fail when encountering Python code that can not be typed, in Tuplex we always execute code and compile only when the UDF compiler can guarantee CPython semantics. Developers can use their UDFs as-is and are not forced to provide explicit type annotations upfront, or write code around the limitations of a compiler which may result in unnecessary code smells and slow development. If compilation is not possible, UDFs are executed in the interpreter.

Indeed, when we consider a typical data pipeline with UDFs, there are a couple properties we leverage to compile UDFs as part of a query.

1. **Large number of rows.** Each data pipeline has one or more data-source operators. Furthermore, data is processed using a unit of abstraction, commonly referred to as a row that typically has a repeating schema throughout the dataset. Assuming that there is a large number of rows to process, this allows using a sample of rows to estimate a most likely schema that rows adhere to. Data source operators can be either files which provide a static schema, e.g. Arrow, Parquet, ORC, Avro, HDF5, or text-based file formats like CSV or JSON where schemas need to be automatically inferred.

2. **Type propagation through chained operators.** Types propagate throughout the high-level operator graph. I.e., the output type of a map operator is the input type of the next operator. This dramatically lowers the space of

---

3a join or aggregate operator breaks the ordering assumption for performance reasons.
possible type combinations to check for or compile for. It also implies that it is sufficient to perform a type check at the beginning of each data input operator, as the type validity will propagate throughout the graph.

3. Re-execution/Lineage. A high-level assumption of any UDFs submitted is that they can be meaningfully re-executed. This comes from the fact that for fault-tolerance functions passed to high-level operators like `map/filter` are assumed to have such behavior so that in the case of failure, the output of a failing operator can be reprocessed and its output considered to be equivalent. In Tuplex, we use this assumption to allow for re-execution of UDFs using different code-paths. I.e., this means that we do not need to de-optimize in-place for each row, but rather can employ a coarse-grained approach by re-processing a row up to three times. With this observation, an optimizer is free to place checks at the beginning of the graph and can avoid having to maintain excessive state for each row line inline caches. I.e., the only state to be maintained is the current row and the state from previous stateful high-level operators like `join`, `aggregate` or `groupby`.

4. Structure of UDFs. When UDFs are used in the context of data pipelines, they follow a pattern of receiving an input row and producing one or more output rows. For simplicity, Tuplex is even more restrictive here and assumes that a UDF always takes one input row and produces one output row. High-level operators then specify how to interpret the result. I.e., a filter checks whether the result is `True` according to CPython rules, or expands a list in the case of `flatMap`. Another important property of UDFs is that they’re closed upon being passed to a high-level operator. This means that UDFs do not modify the outer environment, but each UDF defines a local execution environment where the lifetime of any object instantiated, modified or used expires latest when the UDF returns an output row. Temporary objects created by a UDF are not shared between rows, each UDF starts with the same environment when receiving an input row as when the UDF was passed to the high-level operator as parameter.

3.1.1 | Tuplex’s typing approach

Based on the discussions before, this allows to design an approach to define types in Tuplex: Whenever a query is to be executed an initial sample of the input data is drawn. Then, in a first step the types building a majority case form the general case, that might be specialized further to the normal case to allow further optimization through type specialization. Instead of inferring types through rules or constraints as in classical algorithms like a Hindley-Milner system [178] the type information obtained from an input sample is used and propagated. This is different from approaches like inferring types for Python programs using a SMT solver [54], the Cartesian Product Algorithm used in Starkiller [157] or through explicit type annotations like employed for Numba [83].
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3.1 Sample-based type-inference

In Tuplex AST-nodes are in each case automatically annotated with types by passing the output type of the previous operator as input type (in the case of data source operators, a schema is automatically inferred) and applying static typing rules based on the reference CPython implementation. But, not always can a UDF be fully annotated similarly to the limitations a static analyzer faces. For this reason, type annotation in Tuplex is performed in two tiers: First, type annotation is attempted using static type information if feasible. If this fails, a sample of the output of the parent operator is requested and traced through the UDF’s AST to determine the paths that the majority case takes. Any paths that do not conform to the majority are removed and guards issued. This is similar to tracing JIT-compilers that first identify hot code regions, collect type information in inline caches and trigger compilation for specific types, thereby adapting to type changes over the time. Contrary to JIT compilers, Tuplex does not keep track of type information during execution (and thus avoids any overheads associated with it). Instead, a sample upfront estimates the most likely code path.

The code paths can be thereby seen as increasingly specialized, i.e. the normal-case is a most specialized code path, and the general-case a most generally typed code-path that still can be compiled. Any rows that do not fall on either code-path are executed through the interpreter. In Tuplex, the normal-case strictly is a specialized version of the general-case. However, the second system in this dissertation, Viton, relaxes this design limitation (cf. fig. 3.1).

3.1.2 Types within Tuplex

Many datasets predominantly use column primitive types like strings, integers or doubles. Motivated by this, Tuplex internally uses monomorphic types with the exception of an optional type Optional[T] to allow for null-values that are prevalent across data pipelines. This is also a reasonable choice for the compiled code-paths as [20] report that at least 79% of identifiers in popular Python libraries are type monomorphic. Using preferably monomorphic types allows to eliminate dynamic type checking overheads during runtime that may be a significant

Figure 3.1: Each code path within Tuplex models a different subset of Python. By design, the general-case in Python encompasses the normal-case. In Viton, we relax this assumption to specialize and generate different paths across files. This however means, that deoptimization to from a row that doesn’t adhere to the normal-case requires checking before being processed within the general-case.
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Figure 3.2: Serializable types as defined in and supported within Tuplex’s internal type system. Arrows indicate specializations and subtype relations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>bool</th>
<th>i64</th>
<th>f64</th>
<th>str</th>
<th>PyObject</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>[]</th>
<th>{}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>serialized</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Primitive types in Tuplex and their properties. Compound types inherit their properties from the primitive types, e.g. a tuple consisting only of None values will not be serialized.

For this reason, Tuplex defines for its compiled paths several specialized primitive types like bool, i64, f64, str and None. There is a unique correspondence between CPython types (defined through which TypeObject is associated with an object) and Tuplex’s internal types, like float or None, but for other types values of objects have to satisfy certain constraints at runtime. For example, consider float: Given the CPython reference implementation internally uses 64-bit IEEE floating point numbers (i.e., a C/C++ double) to represent objects of type float a 1:1 mapping can be established for Python float objects. However, for int values have to fit into the range of a signed 64bit integer because Python supports arbitrarily large integers for its built-in int type. Integers that do not fall into the range representable by 64 bits need to be processed via the interpreter. In addition, Tuplex uses special constant types to identify empty dictionaries, lists, tuples or sets. Using a distinct type for them allows to more easily deduce information and avoid serialization using Tuplex’s internal memory format (e.g., a column of all values will not take up any memory when serialized, similarly a column of empty tuples). Besides primitive types, Tuplex also supports compound types like tuples, lists and dictionaries. Viton extends Tuplex’s type system by optimized types which are further specialized versions of primitive types (e.g., constants for integers) or compound types (e.g., dictionaries with fixed structure). When it comes implicit casts between types, Tuplex strictly follows CPython semantics. For example, technically, and also according to the language, int is a subtype of float according to Python. However, not all integers can be represented as 64-bit floating point numbers. While this is not an issue for integers requiring 53bit or less when the platform adheres to IEEE-754 standard, this is problematic for e.g. timestamps. An example of a 64bit UTC timestamp was 1682361907670515661 (’2023-04-24T18:45:07.670515661’) which can’t be represented as a double. As a primary design goal of Tuplex is to avoid type checks at runtime at all costs, we provide a user an option to
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specify whether integers should be automatically upcasted to float or not. If set to false, we do not perform any implicit casts in the compiled code-paths and defer execution to the interpreter path reflecting CPython behavior accordingly.

3.1.3 | Automatic schema inference

For CSV (and similar) files Tuplex automatically infers a schema using the following heuristic shown in ??.

```
def parse(s, null_values={''}):
    # try to parse s as different types
    if s in null_values:
        return None
    try:
        # convert strings like True, t, False, Yes, y, No to bool...
        return to_bool(s.strip())
    except:
        pass
    try:
        return int(s.strip())
    except:
        pass
    try:
        return float(s.strip())
    except:
        pass
    try:
        return json.loads(s.strip())
    except:
        pass
    return s
```

Listing 3: Heuristic used to convert string cells from a CSV file to Python objects.

The heuristic first attempts to parse string cells by comparing it to constant strings that form null values (e.g., empty string `'`), then attempts conversion to booleans and finally parses according to the type hierarchy as depicted in fig. 3.2 from most specialized to most general types, reflecting a subtype hierarchy as much as possible. If parsing isn’t successful, a string cell is assumed to be of `str` type. Users, however, do have the option to pass explicit type hints to enforce a type. If e.g., a user provides a hint for a column to be of `int` type, Tuplex will attempt to parse the cell contents as integer. If this fails, the above heuristic will be triggered to continue processing. For files or Python objects that do provide types, a mapping to Python objects is established.

3.1.4 | Detecting the most common type

The overall goal of finding a schema for each input operator and subsequent pipeline till a pipeline breaker (i.e., for each stage) is to make sure that the majority of rows is processed on the normal case path. Depending on the data, this may or may not be feasible at all. To formalize this, let $S = \{r_1, \ldots, r_n\}$ be a sample of $n$ rows. For each
row, a type can be detected using a type detection routine $t$. Some types can be unified (which allows to cover more rows with the same typing schema), but this potentially leads to a performance penalty during execution. A standard example for a type that can be unified is e.g. unifying a null type $t(r_i) = \text{NULL}$ with a primitive type like $t(r_j) = \text{str}$ to an option type $t(r_i) \cup t(r_j) = \text{Option}[\text{str}]$. More complex cases involve unifying lists and structured dictionaries. In a sense, there is a trade-off to be made to keep types as specialized as possible while maximizing the probability that a unified type covers as many rows as possible. Using a sample, we can use the Laplace principle to infer the probability $t_k := \mathbb{P}(t(R) = k)$ of a type $k$ to occur within a stage for a random row $R$.

$$t_k := \mathbb{P}(t(R) = k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \mathbb{I}[t(r_i) = k]}{n}$$

More formally, this means that a sampling routine has to solve the following optimization problem for a normal-case threshold $\delta_{nc}$ which a user supplies (Tuplex by default uses 0.9). For this let $x_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}$ indicate whether type $i$ can be unified with type $j$ and let $K$ be the number of distinct types detected in the sample. This is equivalent to the following linear program:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \sum_{i<j} x_{ij} z_i \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{K} t_i z_i \geq \delta_{nc} \\
& \quad z_i \in \{0, 1\}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, K
\end{align*}$$

which is a classical 0-1 knapsack problem. However, there are still a couple simplifications in the formulation above: 1. each unification is considered to have the same cost to execution. 2. the (significant) execution cost of a row not having a supported schema, which will cause it to land on the fallback path, is neglected. Both issues can be addressed by introducing weights for the cost of each type unification and by letting $t_1$ w.l.o.g. indicate the probability that a row is processed through the fallback path.

In practice however, solving the program above can become quite costly depending how many types are detected. Empirically, when using, e.g., a dataset containing Github events in JSON, the number of types detected for a small sample can easily be in the thousands. Thus, we use heuristics to compute a likely common path.
3.2 | Types in other data frameworks

Compared to Tuplex, other data processing frameworks often require explicit type annotations when using UDFs.

```python
from pyspark.sql.types import StringType

@udf(returnType=StringType())
def convert_case(s):
    if s is None:
        return None
    res = ''
    arr = s.split(' ')
    for a in arr:
        res += a[0].upper() + a[1:] + ' '  
    return res

df = spark.createDataFrame([(1, "john doe")], ('id', 'name'))
df.select(convert_case("name")).show()
```

(a) Spark

```python
import dask.dataframe as dd
import pandas as pd

def convert_case(s):
    if s is None:
        return None
    res = ''
    arr = s.split(' ')
    for a in arr:
        res += a[0].upper() + a[1:] + ' '  
    return res

df = pd.DataFrame([(1, 'john doe')], columns=('id', 'name'))
ddf = dd.from_pandas(df, npartitions=1)
ddf['name'].apply(convert_case, meta=('name', 'str'))
```

(b) Dask

Figure 3.3: Existing frameworks require type annotations to call Python UDFs.

The reason for this (compared to using multiprocessing, see i.e. §2.4) is that many frameworks use more efficient operators implemented in C (Dask) or even code generation (Spark). But, in order to pass data to these operators it usually has to adhere to a single, supported type. To avoid costly type checks, frameworks rely on explicit type annotations of input data to select the right operator version. When data is encountered that doesn’t adhere to a single type, the job usually fails with an exception, making type checks still necessary and resulting in a sub-par user experience. Contrary to this, Tuplex performs a cheap check for each row upfront to determine on which code path to process a row. With this more robust design, Tuplex avoids user frustration and job failure. Exceptions and errors are preserved using Tuplex’s execution model.
The following chapter and subsequent chapter 5 are based on a previous publication in SIGMOD ’21 [172]. We motivate Tuplex by taking a look at how a data scientist would need to implement a PySpark [204] job over flight data [185] that converts a flight’s length from kilometers to miles via a UDF after joining the base table containing delay information with a table describing the individual carriers: The code in listing 4 will load data and execute the join using Spark’s compiled Scala operators, but must execute the Python UDF passed to the withColumn operator in a Python interpreter. This infrastructure imposes a heavy overhead, particularly because here Python user-defined functions (UDFs) are inlined in a larger parallel computation graph [204] which requires passing data between the Python interpreter and the JVM [110], and prevents generating end-to-end optimized code across the UDFs. In contrary, an optimized pipeline might apply the UDF to distance while loading data from flights.csv, which avoids an extra iteration. But the lack of end-to-end code generation prevents this optimization.

Could we instead generate native code (e.g., C++ code or LLVM IR) from the Python UDF and optimize it end-to-end with the rest of the pipeline? Unfortunately, this is not feasible today. Generating, compiling, and optimizing code ahead-of-time that handles all possible code paths through a Python program is not tractable because of the complexity of Python’s dynamic typing as described in chapter 2. In the example from listing 4 dynamic typing (“duck typing”) requires that code always be prepared to handle any type: while the above UDF expects a numeric value for \( m \), it may actually receive an integer, a float, a string, a null value, or even a list. The interpreter has to handle these possibilities through extra checks and exception handlers, but the sheer number of cases to deal with makes it difficult to compile optimized code even for this simple UDF. Moreover, it is impossible to statically reason about the types in this example as they depend on the data; a common case in these pipelines.

In addition, dynamic typing forces developers to discover edge cases and bugs by trial and error. Code often fails at runtime—e.g., due to malformed input data, unhandled exceptions, or logic errors—after running for a significant

```python
1 carriers = spark.read.load('carriers.csv')
2 fun = udf(lambda m: m * 1.609, DoubleType())
3 spark.read.load('flights.csv')
4 .join(carriers, 'code', 'inner')
5 .withColumn('distance', fun('distance'))
6 .write.csv('output.csv')
```

**Listing 4:** Example data-science workload applying a simple UDF.
Speculation simplifies code generation: Tuplex is a new analytics framework that generates optimized end-to-end native code for pipelines with Python UDFs. Its key insight is that targeting the common case simplifies code generation and also provides a convenient abstraction that allows to handle errors efficiently. Developers write Tuplex pipelines using a LINQ-style API [203] similar to PySpark’s and use Python UDFs without type annotations. Tuplex compiles these pipelines into efficient native code with a new dual mode execution model. Dual-mode execution separates the common case, for which code generation offers the greatest benefit, from exceptional cases, which complicate code generation and inhibit optimization but have minimal performance impact. Separating these cases and leveraging the regular structure of LINQ-style pipelines makes Python UDF compilation tractable, as Tuplex faces a simpler and more constrained problem than a general Python compiler.

4.1 Dual-mode processing

Making dual-mode processing work required us to overcome several challenges. First, Tuplex must establish what the common case is. Tuplex’s key idea is to sample the input, derive the common case from this sample, and infer types and expected cases across the pipeline (cf. chapter 3). Second, the behavior of Tuplex’s generated native code must match a semantically-correct Python execution in the interpreter. To guarantee this, Tuplex separates the input data into two row classes: those for which the native code’s behavior is identical to Python’s, and those for which it isn’t and which must be processed in the interpreter. Third, Tuplex’s generated code must offer a fast bail-out mechanism if exceptions occur within UDFs (e.g., a division by zero), and resolve these in line with Python semantics. Tuplex achieves this by adding lightweight checks to generated code, and leverages the fact that UDFs are stateless to re-process the offending rows for resolution. Fourth, Tuplex must generate code with high optimization potential but also achieve fast JIT compilation, which it does using tuned LLVM compilation.

Tuplex achieves by generating three code paths: Two compiled code paths for the compiled mode, and one code path for the interpreter. Generating the interpreter path is necessary to keep compatibility with the compiled code paths for exception handling and to interact seamlessly between the different code paths. The data flow of Tuplex can be seen in fig. 4.1.

First, Tuplex takes a sample from the beginning of the first input file to the pipeline, and uses it to infer the common-case types and control flow through Python UDFs. This inference allows Tuplex then to specialize the code to the common-case input data by making assumptions about control flow (e.g., which branch of an `if` statement will run) and about data types (cf. figure 4.1). Tuplex then generates LLVM IR for two code paths: (i) a fast path...
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Figure 4.1: Tuplex code path execution model: the normal case code path is the most aggressively optimized path and may require many assumptions in order to compile. The general case code path is the code path that still can get compiled but has the least restrictions. The interpreter path processes any rows as a fallback for the compiled code paths that do not pass the checks for either the normal or general case. Normal and general case form the compiled mode and the interpreter path the fallback mode of Tuplex.

specialized to the common-case assumptions from the sample; and (ii) a slow path that makes fewer assumptions, but contains more instructions. Tuplex dispatches work to multiple executors to process the input dataset in parallel using these two code paths. If these code paths’ assumptions fail to hold for a record, or if it fails processing on both paths, Tuplex falls back to the Python interpreter. In addition non-conforming rows are either relegated to the more general code path, the interpreter or in the case of exceptions captured in an exception pool.

Exception handling: Dual mode processing enables compilation, but has another big advantage: it can help developers write more robust pipelines that never fail at runtime due to dirty data or unhandled exceptions. Tuplex detects exception cases, resolves them via slow-path execution if possible, and presents a summary of the unresolved cases to the user. This helps prototype data wrangling pipelines, but also helps make production pipelines more robust to data glitches. The focus of Tuplex is primarily on multi-threaded processing on a single server, but we also implemented a experimental, distributed backend for Tuplex is a distributed system with AWS Lambda functions. Viton builds on top of Tuplex and massively extends the experimental backend by supporting all code paths and through the introduction of hyperspecialization (cf. 6).

Contributions: In summary, in this chapter we make the following principal contributions:

1. We combine ideas from query compilation with speculative compilation techniques in the dual-mode processing model for data analytics: an optimized common-case code path processes the bulk of the data, and a slower fallback path handles rare, non-conforming data without inhibiting optimization.

2. We observe that data analytics pipelines with Python UDFs—unlike general Python programs—have sufficient
structure to make compilation without type annotations feasible.

3. We build and evaluate Tuplex, the first data analytics system to embed a Python UDF compiler with a query
compiler.

4.2 | Comparing Tuplex to existing solutions

Many prior attempts to speed up data science via compilation or to compile Python to native code exist, but
they fall short of the ideal of compiling end-to-end optimized native code from UDFs written in natural Python.

We discuss key approaches and systems in the following; Table 4.1 summarizes the key points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Class</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracing JIT Compilers</td>
<td>PyPy [148], Pyston [108]</td>
<td>Require tracing to detect hotspots, cannot reason about high-level program structure, generated code must cover full Python semantics (slow).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Purpose JIT Compilers</td>
<td>Numba [82], XLA [88], Glow [153]</td>
<td>Only compile well-formed, statically typed code, enter interpreter otherwise; use their own semantics, which often deviate from Python’s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python Transpilers</td>
<td>Cython [12], Nuitka [55]</td>
<td>Unrolled interpreter code is slow and uses expensive Python object representation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-parallel IRs</td>
<td>Weld [126], MLIR [87]</td>
<td>No compilation from Python; static typing and lack exception support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL Query Compilers</td>
<td>Flare [33], Hyper [119]</td>
<td>No Python UDF support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple UDF Compiler</td>
<td>Tupleware [21]</td>
<td>Only supports UDFs for which types can be inferred statically, only numerical types, no exception support, no polymorphic types (e.g., NULL values).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Classes of existing systems that compile data analytics pipelines or Python code. All have shortcomings that either prevent full support for Python UDFs, or prevent end-to-end optimization or full native-code performance.

Python compilers. Building compilers for arbitrary Python programs, which lack the static types required for optimizing compilation, is challenging. PyPy [148] reimplements the Python interpreter in a compilable subset of Python, which it JIT-compiles via LLVM (i.e., it creates a self-compiling interpreter). GraalPython [124] uses the Truffle [69] language interpreter to implement a similar approach while generating JVM bytecode for JIT compilation. Numba [82] JIT-compiles Python bytecode for annotated functions on which it can perform type inference; it supports a subset of Python and targets array-structured data from numeric libraries like NumPy [5].

All of these compilers either myopically focus on optimizing hotspots without attention to high-level program structure, or are limited to a small subset of the Python language (e.g., numeric code only, no strings or exceptions). Pyston [108] sought to create a full Python compiler using LLVM, but faced memory management and complexity challenges [107], and offers only a 20% performance gain over the interpreter in practice [109].
Python Transpilers. Other approaches seek to cross-compile Python into other languages for which optimizing compilers exist. Cython [12] unrolls the CPython interpreter and a Python module into C code, which interfaces with standard Python code. Nuitka [55] cross-compiles Python to C++ and also unrolls the interpreter when cross-compilation is not possible. The unrolled code represents a specific execution of the interpreter, which the compiler may optimize, but still runs the interpreter code, which compromises performance and inhibits end-to-end optimization.

Data-parallel IRs. Special-purpose native code in libraries like NumPy can speed up some UDFs [67], but such pre-compiled code precludes end-to-end optimization. Data-parallel intermediate representations (IRs) such as Weld [126] and MLIR [87] seek to address this problem. Weld, for example, allows cross-library optimization and generates code that targets a common runtime and data representation, but requires libraries to be rewritten in Weld IR. Rather than requiring library rewrites, Mozart [128] optimizes cross-function data movement for lightly-annotated library code. All of these lack a general Python UDF frontend, assume static types, and lack support for exceptions and data type mismatches.

Query compilers. Query compilers turn SQL into native code [2, 206, 79, 166, 179], and some integrate with frameworks like Spark [33]. The primary concern of these compilers is to iterate efficiently over pre-organized data [170, 77], and all lack UDF support, or merely provide interfaces to call pre-compiled UDFs written e.g. in C/C++.

Simple UDF compilers. UDF compilation differs from traditional query compilation, as SQL queries are declarative expressions. With UDFs, which contain imperative control flow, standard techniques like vectorization cannot apply. While work on peeking inside imperative UDFs for optimization exists [58], these strategies fail on Python code. Tupleware [21] provides a UDF-aware compiler that can apply some optimizations to black-box UDFs, but its Python integration relies on static type inference via PYLLVM [56], and it lacks support for common features like optional (None-valued) inputs, strings, and exceptions in UDFs. Tuplex supports all of these.

Exception handling. Inputs to data analytics pipelines often include “dirty” data that fails to conform to the input schema. This data complicates optimizing compilation because it requires checks to detect anomalies and exception handling logic. Load reject files [106, 23, 139] help remove ill-formed inputs, but they solve only part of the problem, as UDFs might themselves encounter exceptions when processing well-typed inputs (e.g., a division by zero, or None values). Graal speculatively optimizes for exceptions [30] via polymorphic inline caches—an idea also used in the V8 JavaScript engine—but the required checks and guards impose around a 30% overhead [28]. Finally, various
dedicated systems track the impact of errors on models [80] or provide techniques to compute queries over dirty data [193, 198], but they do not integrate well with compiled code.

**Speculative processing.** Programming language research on speculative compilation pioneered native code performance for dynamically-typed languages. Early approaches, like SELF [19], compiled multiple, type-specialized copies of each control flow unit (e.g., procedure) of a program. This requires variable-level speculation on types, and results in a large amount of generated code. State-of-the-art tracing JITs apply a dynamic variant of this speculation and focus on small-scale “hot” parts of the code only (e.g., loops).

A simpler approach than trying to compile general Python is to have Python merely act as a frontend that calls into a more efficient backend. Janus [62, 63] applies this idea to TensorFlow, and Snek [26] takes it one step further by providing a general mechanism to translate imperative Python statements of any framework into calls to a framework’s backend. While these frameworks allow for imperative programming, the execution can only be efficient for Python code that maps to the operators offered by the backend. To account for Python’s dynamic types, such systems may have to speculate on which backend operators to call. In addition, the backend’s APIs may impose in-memory materialization points for temporary data, which reduce performance as they add data copies.

In big data applications, efficient data movement is just as important as generating good code: better data movement can be sufficient to outperform existing JIT compilers [128]. Gerenuk [117] and Skyway [120] therefore focus on improving data movement by specializing serialization code better within the HotSpot JVM.

**Tuplex.** In Tuplex, UDFs are first-class citizens and are compiled just-in-time when a query executes. Tuplex solves a more specialized compilation problem than general Python compilers, as it focuses on UDFs with mostly well-typed, predictable inputs. Tuplex compiles a fast path for the common-case types (determined from the data) and expected control flow, and defers rows not suitable for this fast path to slower processing (e.g., in the interpreter). This simplifies the task sufficiently to make optimizing compilation tractable.

Tuplex supports natural Python code rather than specific libraries (unlike Weld or Numba), and optimizes the full end-to-end pipeline, including UDFs, as a single program. Tuplex generates at most three different code paths to bound the cost of specialization (unlike SELF); and it speculates on a per-row basis, compared to a per-variable basis in SELF and whole-program speculation in Janus. Tuplex uses the fact that UDFs are embedded in a LINQ-style program to provide high-level context for data movement patterns and to make compilation tractable. Finally, Tuplex makes exceptions explicit, and handles them without compromising the performance of compiled code: it collects exception-triggering rows and batches their processing, rather than calling the interpreter from the fast path.
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4.3 Tuplex Overview

Tuplex is a data analytics framework with a similar user experience to e.g., PySpark, Dask, or DryadLINQ [103].

A data scientist writes a processing pipeline using a sequence of high-level, LINQ-style operators such as map, filter, or join, and passes UDFs as parameters to these operators (e.g., a function over a row to map). E.g., the PySpark pipeline shown in §1 corresponds to the Tuplex code: Like other systems, Tuplex partitions the input data (here, the CSV files) and processes the partitions in a data-parallel way across multiple executors. Unlike other frameworks, however, Tuplex compiles the pipeline into end-to-end optimized native code before execution starts. To make this possible, Tuplex relies on a dual-mode processing model structured around two distinct execution modes:

1. an optimized, normal-case execution; and
2. an exception-case execution.

To establish what constitutes the normal case, Tuplex samples the input data and, based on the sample, determines the expected types and control flow of the normal-case execution. Tuplex then uses these assumptions to generate and

Listing 5: Tuplex API example to read two CSV files, join them on the carrier code column, apply the miles to kilometers conversion UDFs introduced in chapter 4, and save the output as CSV file.

```python
c = tuplex.Context()
carriers = c.csv('carriers.csv')
c.csv('flights.csv')
.join(carriers, 'code', 'code')
.mapColumn('distance', lambda m: m * 1.609)
tocsv('output.csv')
```

Figure 4.2: Tuplex uses an input sample to compile specialized code for normal-case execution (blue, left), which processes most rows, while the exception-case (red, right) handles the remaining rows. Compiled parts are shaded in yellow.
optimize code to classify a row into normal or exception cases, and specialized code for the normal-case execution. It lowers both to optimized machine code via LLVM.

Tuplex then executes the pipeline. The generated classifier code performs a single, cheap initial check on each row to determine if it can proceed with normal-case execution. Any rows that fail this check are placed in an exception pool for later processing, while the majority of rows proceed to optimized normal-case execution. If any exceptions occur during normal-case execution, Tuplex moves the offending row to the exception pool and continues with the next row. Finally, after normal-case processing completes, Tuplex attempts to resolve the exception-case rows. Tuplex automatically resolves some exceptions using general, but slower code or using the Python interpreter, while for other exceptions it uses (optional) user-provided resolvers. If resolution succeeds, Tuplex merges the result row with the normal-case results; if resolution fails, it adds the row to a pool of failed rows to report to the user.

In our example UDF, a malformed flight row that has a non-numeric string in the `distance` column will be rejected and moved to the exception pool by the classifier. By contrast, a row with `distance` set to `None`, enters normal-case execution if the sample contained a mix of non-`None` and `None` values. However, the normal-case execution encounters an exception when processing the row and moves it to the exception pool. To tell Tuplex how to resolve this particular exception, the pipeline developer can provide a resolver: Tuplex then merges the resolved rows into the results. If no resolver is provided, Tuplex reports the failed rows separately. An extension to Tuplex where exceptions are incrementally resolved has been implemented in [46] [46].

### 4.4 Design

Tuplex’s design is derived from two key insights. First, Tuplex can afford slow processing for exception-case rows with negligible impact on overall performance if such rows are rare, which is the case if the sample is representative. Second, specializing the normal-case execution to common-case assumptions simplifies the generated logic by deferring complexity to the exception case, which makes JIT compilation tractable and allows for aggressive optimization.
4.4.1 | Abstraction and Assumptions

Tuplex’s UDFs contain natural Python code, and Tuplex must ensure that their execution behaves exactly as it would have in a Python interpreter. We make only two exceptions to this abstraction. First, Tuplex never crashes due to unhandled top-level exceptions, but instead emulates an implicit catch-all exception handler that records unresolved (“failed”) rows. Second, Tuplex assumes that UDFs are pure and stateless, meaning that their repeated execution (on the normal and exception paths) has no observable side-effects.

The top-level goal of matching Python semantics influences Tuplex’s design and implementation in several important ways, guiding its code generation, execution strategy, and optimizations.

4.4.2 | Establishing the Normal Case

The most important guidance for Tuplex to decide what code to generate for normal-case execution comes from the observed structure of a sample of the input data. Tuplex takes a sample of configurable size every time a pipeline executes, and records statistics about structure and data types in the sample, as follows.

Row Structure. Input data may be dirty and contain different column counts and column orders. Tuplex counts the columns in each sample row, builds a histogram and picks the prevalent column structure as the normal case.

Type Deduction. For each sample row, Tuplex deducts each column type based on a histogram of types in the sample. If the input consists of typed Python objects, compiling the histogram is simple. If the input is text (e.g., CSV files), Tuplex applies heuristics. For example, numeric strings that contain periods are floats, integers that are always zero or one and the strings “true” and “false” are booleans, strings containing JSON are dictionaries, and empty values or explicit “NULL” strings are \texttt{None} values. If Tuplex cannot deduce a type, it assumes a string. Tuplex then uses the most common type in the histogram as the normal-case type for each column (except for null values, described below).

This data-driven type deduction contrasts with classic, static type inference, which seeks to infer types from program code. Tuplex uses data-driven typing because Python UDFs often lack sufficient information for static type inference without ambiguity, and because the actual type in the input data may be different from the developer’s assumptions. In our earlier example (§4.3), for instance, the common-case type of $n$ may be \texttt{int} rather than \texttt{float}.

For UDFs with control flow that Tuplex cannot annotate with sample-provided input types, Tuplex uses the AST of the UDF to trace the input sample through the UDF and annotates individual nodes with type information. Then, Tuplex determines the common cases within the UDF and prunes rarely visited branches. For example, Python’s power operator (**) can yield integer or float results, and Tuplex picks the common case from the sample trace execution.
Option types (\textit{\texttt{None}}). Optional column values (i.e., “nullable”) are common in real-world data, but induce potentially expensive logic in the normal case. Null-valued data corresponds to Python’s \texttt{None} type, and a UDF must be prepared for any input variable (or nested data, \textit{e.g.}, in a list-typed row) to potentially be \texttt{None}. To avoid having to check for \texttt{None} in cases where null values are rare, Tuplex uses the sample to guide specialization of the normal case. If the frequency of null values exceeds a threshold \(\delta\), Tuplex assumes that \texttt{None} is the normal case; and if the frequency of null values is below \(1 - \delta\), Tuplex assumes that null values are an exceptional case. For frequencies in \((1 - \delta, \delta)\), Tuplex uses a polymorphic optional type and generates code for the necessary checks.

4.4.3 | Code Generation

Having established the normal case types and row structure using the sample, Tuplex generates code for compilation. At a high level, this involves parsing the Python UDF code in the pipeline, typing the abstract syntax tree (AST) with the normal-case types, and generating LLVM IR for each UDF. The type annotation step is crucial to making UDF compilation tractable, as it reduces the complexity of the generated code: instead of being prepared to process any type, the generated code can assume a single static type assignment.

In addition, Tuplex relies on properties of the data analytics setting and the LINQ-style pipeline API to simplify code generation compared to general, arbitrary Python programs:

1. UDFs are “closed” at the time the high-level API operator (\textit{e.g.}, \texttt{map} or \texttt{filter}) is invoked, \textit{i.e.}, they have no side-effects on the interpreter (\textit{e.g.}, changing global variables or redefining opcodes).
2. The lifetime of any object constructed or used when a UDF processes a row expires at the end of the UDF, \textit{i.e.}, there is no state across rows (except as maintained by the framework).
3. The pipeline structures control flow: while UDFs may contain arbitrary control flow, they always return to the calling operator and cannot recurse.

Tuplex’s generated code contains a \textit{row classifier}, which processes all rows, and two code paths: the optimized \textit{normal-case} code path, and a \textit{general-case} code path with fewer assumptions and optimizations. The general-case path is part of exception-case execution, and Tuplex uses it to efficiently resolve some exception rows.

Row Classifier. Tuplex must classify all input rows according to whether they fit the normal case. Tuplex generates code for this classification: it checks if each column in a row matches the normal-case structure and types, and directly continues processing the row on the normal-case path if so. If the row does not match, the generated classifier code copies it out to the exception row pool for later processing. This design ensures that normal-case processing is focused on the core UDF logic, rather including exception resolution code that adds complexity and disrupts control flow.
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**4.4 Design**

**Code Paths.** All of Tuplex’s generated code must obey the top-level invariant that execution must match Python semantics. Tuplex traverses the Python AST for each UDF and generates matching LLVM IR for the language constructs it encounters. Where types are required, Tuplex instantiates them using the types derived from the sample, but applies different strategies in the normal-case and general-case code. In the normal-case code, Tuplex assumes the common-case types from the sample always hold and emits no logic to check types (except for the option types used with inconclusive null value statistics, which require checks). The normal-case path still includes code to detect cases that trigger exceptions in Python: e.g., it checks for a zero divisor before any division.

By contrast, the general-case path always assumes the most general type possible for each column. For example, it includes option type checks for all columns, as exception rows may contain nulls in any column. In addition, the general-case path embeds code for any user-provided resolvers whose implementation is a compilable UDF. But it cannot handle all exceptions, and must defer rows from the exception pool that it cannot process. The general-case path therefore includes logic that detects these cases, converts the data to Python object format, and invokes the Python interpreter inline.

Tuplex compiles the pipeline of high-level operators (e.g., `map`, `filter`) into stages, similar to Neumann [119], but generates up to three (fast, slow, and interpreter) code paths. Tuplex generates LLVM IR code for each stage’s high-level operators, which call the LLVM IR code previously emitted for each UDF. At the end of each stage, Tuplex merges the rows produced by all code paths.

**Memory Management.** Because UDFs are stateless functions, only their output lives beyond the end of the UDF. Tuplex therefore uses a simple slab allocator to provision memory from a thread-local, pre-allocated region for new variables within the UDF, and frees the entire region after the UDF returns and Tuplex has copied the result.

**Exception handling.** To simulate a Python interpreter execution, the code Tuplex generates and executes for a row must have no observable effects that deviate from complete execution in a Python interpreter. While individual code paths do not always meet this invariant, their combination does. Tuplex achieves this via *exceptions*, which it may generate in three places: when classifying rows, on the normal-case path, and on the general-case code path. Figure 4.3 shows how exceptions propagate rows between the different code paths.

Rows that fail the row classifier and those that generate exceptions on the normal-case code path accumulate in the exception row pool. When Tuplex processes the exception row pool, it directs each row either to the general-case code path (if the row is suitable for it) or calls out to the Python interpreter. Any rows that cause exceptions on the general-case path also result in a call into the interpreter. An interpreter invocation constitutes Tuplex’s third code path, the *fallback code path*. It starts the UDF over, running the entire UDF code over a Python object version of
Figure 4.3: Tuplex’s exception case consists of a compiled general path and a fallback path that invokes the Python interpreter. Exceptions (red) move rows between code paths.

the row. Finally, if the pipeline developer provided any resolvers, compilable resolvers execute on the general-case code path, and all resolvers execute on the fallback path. If the fallback path still fails, Tuplex marks the row as failed.

Consequently, Tuplex may process a row a maximum of three times: once on the normal-case path, once on the general-case path, and once on the fallback path. In practice, only a small fraction of rows are processed more than once.

4.4.4 | Execution

Tuplex executes pipelines similar to a typical data analytics framework, although customized to handle end-to-end UDF compilation. Tuplex has a logical planner, which applies logical optimizations (e.g., operator reordering and filter pushdown); a physical planner, which splits the pipeline execution into distinct stages; and a UDF compiler, which handles the actual code generation. However, the typing requirements of Tuplex’s dual-mode processing model permeate all these components. For example, the logical planner also types the UDFs according to the normal-case types deduced from the sample in order to allow for type-aware logical optimizations.

Stages. A stage is a sequence of operators, including UDFs, that is bounded on either side by an operator that consumes materialized data from memory or requires generating it. Examples of such operators include inputs, joins, aggregations, and outputs. Stages are also the unit of code generation: Tuplex generates and executes a normal-case and an exception-case code path for each stage. The materialized output of a stage may initially consist only of normal-case result rows, though some operators require immediate production and materialization of resolved exception-case rows too (see §4.4.5).

Tuplex delineates stages similarly to HyPer [119]. Tuplex makes stages as long as possible to facilitate compiler optimizations, and so that rows are processed through many UDFs while in CPU cache. Ideally, most input rows proceed through a single, highly-optimized stage that ends with the pipeline’s materialized output.
4.4.5 | Joins

Tuplex uses a hash join, which materializes records on one side of the join (the “build” side) and streams rows on the other side to look up into the hash table. Tuplex chooses the smaller side as the build side and terminates a stage at the materialized join input.

This standard design, however, requires adaptation for dual-mode processing. A classic data-parallel join works because the data on both sides of the join is partitioned by the same key. For join $A \bowtie B$ between relations $A$ and $B$, it suffices to join each $A_i \bowtie B_i$. But in dual-mode execution, each partition of $A$ is itself split into normal-case rows $NC(A_i)$ and exception-case rows $EC(A_i)$, and likewise for $B$. For correct results, Tuplex must compute each pairwise join:

\[
NC(A_i) \bowtie NC(B_i) \cup NC(A_i) \bowtie EC(B_i) \cup \\
EC(A_i) \bowtie NC(B_i) \cup EC(A_i) \bowtie EC(B_i)
\]

To compute the joins between normal-case and exception-case rows, Tuplex would have to execute all three code paths for both join inputs and materialize the input rows in memory. This conflicts with the goal of long stages that keep caches hot on the normal path and avoid unnecessary materialization. Instead, Tuplex executes all code paths for the build side of the join and resolves its exception rows before executing any code path of the other side. If the build side is $B$ and the result of resolving exception rows of $B_i$ is $R(B_i) = NC(B_i) \cup \text{resolve}(EC(B_i))$, Tuplex then executes $NC(A_i) \bowtie R(B_i)$ as part of a longer stage and without materializing $NC(A_i)$.

4.4.6 | Aggregates

Dual-mode processing works for aggregations as long as the aggregation function is associative. Tuplex separately aggregates normal-case rows and, subsequently, exception-case rows via the general and fallback code paths; in a final merge step, it combines the partial aggregates into a final result. This merging of partial aggregates happens at the end of the stage after resolving exception rows.

Aggregations are compatible with Tuplex’s assumption that UDFs are stateless, as the framework tracks the accumulated state across rows. To make this work, the aggregation operator needs to take a UDF with a row argument and an accumulator argument, and return an updated accumulator. For example, `aggregate`’s UDF signature is `lambda acc, r: acc + r['col']`, where `acc` is an accumulator (e.g., an integer, a list or a more complicated object like a nested tuple or dictionary). Tuplex’s runtime is responsible for managing the memory of `acc`, and the UDF remains stateless.
4.4.7 | Optimizations

Tuplex applies several optimizations to the normal-case path.

Logical optimizations. Pushing selective operators (e.g., filters, projections) to the start of the pipeline is a classic database optimization. Yet, systems that treat Python UDFs as black box operators cannot apply this optimization across UDFs. Tuplex’s logical planner analyzes UDFs’ Python ASTs to determine which input objects are preserved, dropped, and modified by each UDF. Based on this knowledge, Tuplex then reorders operators to preserve columns only as long as needed. Another, more complex optimization pushes UDFs that modify a column past any operators and UDFs that do not read it. This helps e.g., push UDFs that rewrite non-key columns below joins, which is a good choice if the join is selective. Crucially, this optimization is possible because Tuplex analyzes the Python UDFs.

UDF-specific optimizations. Tuplex applies standard compiler optimizations like constant folding to Python UDFs. In addition, Tuplex applies optimizations specific to UDFs as part of a LINQ-style pipeline. For example, Tuplex rewrites dictionaries with string keys known at compile time into tuples (avoiding string operations); Tuplex flattens nested tuples to avoid pointer indirection; and Tuplex optimizes for the common case in nullable values, i.e., column types can get specialized to NULL, Option[T] or T.

Code generation optimizations. On the normal-case path, Tuplex removes any code related to types that it classified as exceptions. Consider, for example, \( \lambda m: m \times 1.609 \text{ if } m \text{ else } 0.0 \): with an input sample of mostly non-null floats, Tuplex removes code for integer-to-float conversion, null checks, and the else branch from the normal-case path. This reduces the generated code from 17 LLVM IR instructions (5 basic blocks) to 9 IR instructions (1 basic block). If the common-case input is null, Tuplex simplifies the normal-case path to 3 IR instructions that return zero.

Compiler optimizations. Once Tuplex has generated LLVM IR for the normal-case path, it applies several LLVM optimizer passes to the code. In particular, we use the Clang 9.0 pass pipeline equivalent to -O3 which are applied for all UDFs and operators inside a stage.

However, since Tuplex’s generated code must match Python semantics, not all compiler optimizations are valid. For example, some optimizations to speed up floating point math (equivalent to the -ffast-math C compiler flag) change the handling of NaN values in ways that fail to match Python. Tuplex avoids these optimizations.
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4.5 Implementation

We implemented a prototype of Tuplex in about 65k lines of C++. Our prototype uses LLVM 9’s ORC-JIT to compile the generated LLVM IR code at runtime. It is implemented as a C-extension (shared library) which users import as a Python module or from a Jupyter Notebook. Tuplex provides a shell in CPython interactive mode and a web UI with a history server, which developers can use to inspect their pipelines’ execution and any failed rows generated. Tuplex is available open-source under https://github.com/tuplex/tuplex. To ensure competitive performance, we made several design choices.

Multithreaded Execution. On a single server, our prototype runs executors in a thread pool. Executors process input data partitions in individual tasks, which run identical code. Each thread has its own bitmap-managed block manager for memory allocation. When invoking the fallback path, Tuplex acquires the global interpreter lock (GIL) of the parent Python process.

Distributed Execution. Tuplex’s techniques apply both on a single server and in a distributed setting, where many servers process parts of the input data in parallel. For datasets that require this scale-out data parallelism, our prototype supports executing individual processing tasks in serverless AWS Lambda functions over data stored in S3. Tuplex divides each stage into many data-parallel tasks and runs each task in a Lambda function, which reads its input from S3 and writes its output back to S3. The driver machine generates LLVM IR, initiates, and supervises the Lambdas. Each Lambda receives the LLVM IR code of its task from the driver, lowers the IR to machine code, and executes the machine code over its input data.

Exception handling. Tuplex implements exception control flow on the normal-case and general-case paths via special return codes. We found that this is 30% faster than the “zero-cost” Itanium ABI exception handling [95], and allows more optimization than setjmp/longjmp (SJLJ) intrinsics [96].

Limitations. Our prototype supports compiling optimized code for many, but not all Python language features. The prototype currently supports compiling integer, float, string, and tuple operations, as well as essential dictionary and list operations. UDFs can be passed either as lambda functions or regular functions and may contain optional type annotations. The prototype supports variables, simple list comprehensions, control flow, random number generation, and regular expressions. It does not yet support while loops, generator expression, try-except, sets, async expressions, classes, objects, nested functions and external modules. For unsupported language features, Tuplex falls back on
running the UDF in the Python interpreter. We believe that support for many missing core Python features could be added to our prototype with additional engineering effort.

Our prototype also does not focus on external modules, which could be compiled but often already come with their own native-code backends. Linking Tuplex’s generated LLVM IR with the LLVM IR code produced by library-oriented compilers such as Weld [126], Numba [82] or Bohrium [81] should be feasible in future work.
Tuplex – Evaluation

We evaluate Tuplex with three representative pipelines and with microbenchmarks of specific design features. Our experiments seek to answer the following questions:

1. What performance does Tuplex achieve for end-to-end data science pipelines, compared to both single-threaded baselines and widely-used parallel data processing frameworks? (§5.1)
2. What is the cost of Tuplex’s code paths, and of exception handling? (§5.1.4)
3. How does Tuplex’s performance compare to off-the-shelf Python compilers, such as PyPy, Cython, and Nuitka; and to state-of-the-art query compilers, such as Weld [126] and Hyper [76]? (§5.1.5)
4. What factors affect Tuplex’s performance, and what is the impact of optimizations enabled by Tuplex’s dual-mode processing model? (§5.2)
5. How does Tuplex perform when operating distributedly across many servers? (§5.3)

Setup. In most experiments, Tuplex and other systems run on an r5d.8xlarge Amazon EC2 instance (16-core Xeon Platinum 8259CL, 2.50 GHz; hyperthreads disabled) with 256 GB RAM, and 2 NVMe SSDs. The input data is CSV-formatted UTF-8 text. We compare Tuplex against Dask (2021.03) and Spark (PySpark, v2.4.7) on Ubuntu 20.04. All systems use 16-way parallelism. All numbers are averages of at least five runs with warmed-up OS caches.

Our focus is Tuplex’s performance on a multi-core server, a common medium-scale analytics setup [33]. But the systems we compare against support scale-out across servers, so we also compare Tuplex’s prototype AWS Lambda backend to Spark (§5.3).

5.1 | End-to-End Performance

We measure Tuplex’s end-to-end performance using three data science pipelines, and with the datasets shown in Table 5.1.

Zillow. Zillow is a real estate directory website whose listings are uploaded by individual brokers. We scraped 38,570 Boston area listings [165], scaled the data to 10 GB, and cleaned it for performance experiments to avoid failures in Spark and Dask. The two queries extract information like the number of bedrooms, bathrooms, and the price from textual data and filter for all houses (Z1) or condos currently for sale (Z2). Each version involves eleven
Python UDFs, which perform value conversions, multiple substring extractions, and several simple lookups, as well as filtering out implausible records. The UDF’s operators can execute as a single, large pipelined stage.

**Flights.** We modeled this workload after a Trifacta tutorial [48] and extended it by joining with additional airport and airline data from other sources (743 KB [129] and 82 KB [184]). The pipeline has one inner and two left joins, as well as UDFs to reconstruct values from multiple columns which can’t be easily expressed in a SQL query. We ran this pipeline on ten years (2009-2019) of CSV data [185].

**Weblogs.** Based on a Spark use case [22], this pipeline extracts information from twelve years of Apache web server logs obtained from a U.S. university. It converts the Apache log format into a relational representation, and retains records for potentially malicious requests. We extended the original query by an inner join with a list of bad IPs [116] and anonymize any personally-identifiable URLs by replacing usernames (e.g., “~alice”) with random strings.

**311 and TPC-H.** We use the Pandas cookbook [34] data cleaning query for 311 service requests, which yields a set of unique ZIP codes, to compare to Weld [126]. Finally, we also run microbenchmarks with TPC-H Q6 and Q19 to measure Tuplex’s performance compared to Hyper [76], a state-of-the-art SQL query compiler.

### 5.1.1 Zillow: String-heavy UDFs.

In this experiment, we compare Tuplex to other frameworks using the Zillow pipeline. This pipeline contains eleven UDFs, which use Python idioms for substring search (e.g., “bd” in s, or s.find("bd")), string splitting, normalization (s.lower()), and type conversions (int, float).

We consider two row representations: (i) as Python tuples, and (ii) as Python dictionaries (hashmaps). The dictionary representation simplifies code by using column names, but typically comes with a performance overhead. Tuplex allows either representation and compiles both representations into identical native code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Rows</th>
<th>Columns</th>
<th>Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zillow</td>
<td>10.0 GB</td>
<td>48.7M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flights</td>
<td>5.9 GB</td>
<td>14.0M</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logs</td>
<td>75.6 GB</td>
<td>715.0M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>1.2 GB</td>
<td>197.6M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-H (SF=10)</td>
<td>1.5 GB</td>
<td>59.9M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Dataset overview (smaller join tables excluded).
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## 5.1 End-to-End Performance

### Figure 5.1: Tuplex outperforms single-threaded and parallel alternatives by 5.8×–18.7× when running the Zillow pipeline over 10G of input data, and comes close to hand-tuned C++.

**Single-threaded execution.** We compare standard CPython (v3.6.9), Pandas (v1.1.5), and hand-optimized C++ (via gcc v10.2) and Scala (v2.12.10) baselines to Tuplex configured with a single executor. Tuplex’s end-to-end optimized code might offer an advantage over CPython and Pandas, which call into individual native-code functions (e.g., libc string functions) but cannot optimize end-to-end. Tuplex should ideally come close to the hand-optimized C++.

Figure 5.1 shows our results. As expected, the CPython implementation with rows represented as dictionaries is substantially slower (about 2×) than the tuple-based implementation. Pandas, perhaps surprisingly, is about 5.5% slower than tuple-based CPython in Z1, and 65% slower than tuple-based CPython in Z2. While Pandas benefits from a faster CSV parser, an efficient data representation (numpy arrays), and specialized native-code operators for numeric computation, its performance suffers because UDFs require converting between numpy and Python data representations. Z2 filters fewer rows early than Z1, which exacerbates this UDF-related cost. Finally, Tuplex completes processing in 33–43 seconds, a speedup of 5.8×–18.7× over the CPython and Pandas implementations. This is 1.9× faster than a single-threaded baseline written in pure Scala, and 1.3–1.7× slower than the hand-optimized C++ implementation. However, this overstates Tuplex’s overhead: in Tuplex, the compute part of Z1 (i.e., excluding I/O) takes 11.2s, 29% slower than the C++ implementation (8.7s); Z2 sees a 0.5% slowdown (19.8s vs. 19.7s).

**Data-parallel execution.** Next, we benchmark Tuplex against widely-used frameworks for parallel processing of large inputs: PySpark (v2.4.7) and Dask (2021.03). We configure each system for 16-way parallelism: PySpark uses 16
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5.1 End-to-End Performance

JVM threads and 16 Python processes for UDFs; Dask uses 16 worker processes; and Tuplex uses 16 executor threads. We benchmark PySpark both with RDDs [204] and with the more efficient SparkSQL operators [7]. Neither PySpark nor Dask compile UDFs to native code or optimize across UDFs, which indicates that Tuplex should outperform them.

Figure 5.1 confirms that this is the case: Tuplex outperforms the fastest PySpark setup by 15.5× and Dask by 7.5× in Z1. For Z2, Tuplex is 14.5× faster, as the compiled UDFs process more rows. Compared to the single-threaded execution, Tuplex achieves a speedup of 12.2× when using 16 threads (for Z1). We also ran the pipeline in SparkSQL with Scala UDFs rather than Python UDFs, which keeps computation within the JVM and avoids overheads of calling into Python. Tuplex’s end-to-end optimized code is still 5.8–7.1× faster.

These results confirm that Tuplex’s code generation and end-to-end optimization offer performance gains for UDF-heavy pipelines. In §5.1.5, we compare Tuplex to other Python compilers, and §5.2 drills down into the factors contributing to Tuplex’s performance.

5.1.2 Flights: Joins and Null Values.

We repeat the comparison between Tuplex, Spark, and Dask for the flights pipeline. This pipeline contains three joins, and the dataset has “sparse” columns, i.e., columns that mostly contain null values, while others have occasional null values complemented by extra columns (e.g., diverted flights landing at a different airport). Tuplex infers the normal-case null value status for each column from its sample, and defers the more complicated logic needed to resolve exception rows to the general-case code path. 2.6% of input rows violate the normal-case and get handled by the general-case code path in Tuplex. Spark and Dask handle null values inline in UDF execution, and we use PySparkSQL, which compiles the query plan (though not the UDFs) into JVM bytecode. Figure 5.2 shows the results for two years’ worth of data (5.9 GB) and ten years (30.4 GB). PySparkSQL outperforms Dask by 2.3–2.7× because of its compiled query plan and more efficient join operator. Tuplex, despite its unoptimized join operator, still achieves a 7.6–9× speedup over PySparkSQL (17.4–24.6× over Dask) because it compiles and merges the UDFs, and processes the bulk of the data through a single, end-to-end optimized stage (we break this down in §5.2.2).
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Figure 5.3: Tuplex outperforms Spark and Dask by 5.1–91× on the weblogs pipeline; all Tuplex variants perform similarly. PySparkSQL only supports per-column regexes.

5.1.3 | Log Processing: Regex and Randomness.

We use the weblogs pipeline to investigate how Tuplex’s compiled code compares to special-purpose operators designed to accelerate common UDF functionality in existing frameworks. The pipeline splits an input log line into columns, and then rewrites one of those columns with a random string if it matches a username pattern (cf. listing 7): We consider three settings for the log line splitting operation:

1. natural Python using string operations (strip/split);
2. per-column regular expressions; and
3. a single regular expression.

Natural Python requires UDFs in all systems, but we also wrote an equivalent query using SparkSQL’s native string functions (i.e., the query executes entirely within the JVM). PySparkSQL also has a native operator for regular expressions (regexp_extract). It only supports per-column regular expressions (second setting), but the operator applies the regular expression in the JVM, rather than in Python. Finally, all systems currently require UDFs when using a single regular expression. Tuplex supports all three approaches.

We would expect Python UDFs (both strip/split and regex-based) in Spark and Dask to be slowest. PySparkSQL’s native regex operator and the split-like SQL query should outperform them. A good result for Tuplex would show performance improvements in all three setups, as Tuplex end-to-end compiles and optimizes each setting for this pipeline. The input in our experiment is 75.6 GB of logs (715M rows). For Dask, we excluded 31.7M rows (4.5%, 4 GB) of the data because they triggered a known bug in the inner join [187].
Figure 5.3 reports the results organized by setting. The PySpark pipelines with two UDFs are slowest at about 80 minutes, while Dask UDFs are roughly 4× faster (18 min). Dask is more efficient because it executes the entire pipeline in Python, avoiding costly back-and-forth serialization between the JVM and Python workers. However, when PySpark SQL keeps the log line splitting in the JVM—either using string functions (PySpark SQL (split)) or via per-column regexes—runtime reduces to about 12 minutes. This happens because Spark SQL can generate JVM bytecode for most of the pipeline (except the randomization UDF) via its whole-stage code generation [201]. Tuplex, on the other hand, completes the pipeline in one minute both using natural Python and with a regular expression. Per-column regular expressions slow Tuplex down by a factor of two, but it still outperforms PySpark SQL by 5.1×; likewise, Tuplex’s split-based pipeline is 10.6× faster than PySpark SQL’s equivalent native SQL query. This difference comes, in part, because Tuplex compiles both UDFs to native code, while PySpark can only use compiled code for line-splitting. When we subtract the anonymization UDF runtime in both systems, Tuplex is still about 8× faster than PySpark SQL. The remaining speedup comes from Tuplex’s end-to-end optimization, and from using PCRE2 regular expressions: in our microbenchmarks, PCRE2 is 8.85× faster than java.util.regex, which Spark uses.

Tuplex’s fastest pipelines (single regex, strip) outperform the best PySpark and Dask setups by 13× and 19.7×. Tuplex supports logical optimizations unavailable to Dask and Spark that improve performance further, which we discuss in §5.2.1.

5.1.4 | Exception Handling

Tuplex speeds up processing of common-case rows by deferring exception-case rows to slower code paths. Exception rows arise either because of malformed (“dirty”) input data, or because they don’t match the common case in Tuplex’s sample (e.g., due to type mismatches). We now measure the cost of exception row handling. We run Z2 on the original, uncleaned Zillow dataset (scaled to 10 GB). 25% of the 56M input rows are exception rows with malformed data. We compare three setups: (i) ignoring and discarding all exception rows; (ii) the developer manually resolving exceptions in UDFs; (iii) using Tuplex’s resolvers (§5.2), both with compiled resolvers (on the general path) and resolution in the interpreter (fallback path). Our prototype runs a single-threaded Python interpreter for the fallback path, but this could be parallelized, so we assume a hypothetical, ideal 16× speedup to obtain a lower bound on fallback path runtime. Ignoring exception rows should be the fastest, while a good result for Tuplex would show manual and automatic resolution achieve similar performance, and a low overhead for handling exception rows. Figure 5.4 shows a breakdown of Tuplex’s execution time in each case. Ignoring all exceptions is fastest, since it merely skips the rows. Manual resolution adds an 8% overhead, but requires laborious changes and makes the UDFs much more complex. Tuplex’s compiled resolvers come within 0.3% of the hand-crafted resolution, with the
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Figure 5.4: Tuplex’s exception resolution adds little overhead (0.3%) with compiled resolvers for Z2 on “dirty” data (25% of rows malformed). The interpreter (*) bar is a lower bound that assumes ideal 16× speedup over single-threaded interpreter.

overhead owed to increased LLVM compilation time. When we force all resolution onto the fallback path, however, it adds a 13× overhead, as 25% of rows are now processed in the Python interpreter. This shows that Tuplex’s compiled general-case path is crucial for good performance on exception-heavy workloads.

Processing a single row on the normal path takes 0.8µs. The compiled general path takes 0.28µs per row on average, as most exception rows are discarded early. To measure the full cost, we replaced all exception rows with synthetic data that proceeds all the way through the pipeline; in this case, the compiled general path takes 1.3µs (vs. 299µs/row in the interpreter).

5.1.5 Comparison To Other Systems

We now compare Tuplex to systems that generate and (JIT-)compile efficient native code for Z1. Z2 yields similar results (omitted). First, we compare Tuplex to general Python compilers, which compile arbitrary Python programs.

PyPy. PyPy [148] is a tracing JIT compiler that can serve as a drop-in replacement for the CPython interpreter. It detects hot code paths (usually loops), JIT-compiles a specialized interpreter and caches the hot paths’ native code. We configured Pandas, PySpark and Dask to use PyPy (v7.3.3) instead of CPython to measure how well PyPy performs on UDFs, and run the Zillow pipeline in the same setups as before. Even though PyPy is still bound to Python’s object representation and has limited scope for end-to-end optimization, the hope is that JIT-compiling the hot code paths will improve performance.

Figure 5.5 shows that this is actually not the case. PyPy is slower than interpreted Python in all settings, by between 3% and 3.18×; only with PySparkSQL it comes close to interpreted Python. Profiling with cProfile [40] suggests that PyPy has a variable impact on UDF performance: of twelve UDFs, seven are faster (13%–11.6×) with PyPy, and five are 26%–2.8× slower. The one UDF that benefits substantially (11.6×) merely forms a tuple; for
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Figure 5.5: The PyPy3 general-purpose JIT fails to accelerate the Z1 query, and degrades performance by up to 3×. Dark bars use PyPy, light bars use the CPython interpreter (Fig. 5.1).

Table 5.2: Tuplex runs the Z1 query 6× faster than Cython and Nuitka, and compiles 32–47× faster than alternatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Compile time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPython (interpreter)</td>
<td>233.1 s</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python compilers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cython</td>
<td>195.3 s</td>
<td>6.5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuitka</td>
<td>192.5 s</td>
<td>9.4 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuplex</td>
<td>32.3 s</td>
<td>0.2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-optimized C++</td>
<td>19.2 s</td>
<td>7.5 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cython and Nuitka. Nuitka and Cython emit C/C++ files that contain unravelled calls to C functions which power the CPython interpreter. Compiling this file into a shared library object produces a drop-in replacement for a Python module. We used Nuitka (v0.6.13) and Cython (v0.29.22) to transpile the Python module to C for Z1 and compile it with gcc v10.2. This eliminates the cost of Python byte code translation and allows the C compiler to optimize the whole pipeline. We run the resulting module over 10 GB of input data, and compare single-threaded runtime to interpreted CPython and Tuplex.

Table 5.2 shows runtimes and compile times. Nuitka and Cython’s compiled code runs 17% faster than interpreted Python, but is still over 6× slower than Tuplex. Tuplex outperforms Nuitka and Cython because it replaces C-API calls with native code, eliminates dispensable checks and uses a more efficient object representation than Cython and Nuitka, which use CPython’s representation. Cython and Nuitka also have 32–47× higher compile times than Tuplex. They take about a second to generate code, with the rest of the compile time taken up by the C compiler (gcc v10.2). Tuplex generates LLVM IR, which is faster to compile than higher-level C/C++, and also compiles 37× faster than gcc compiles the C++ baseline.
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Figure 5.6: For the 311 data cleaning pipeline, single-threaded Tuplex comes within 2× of Weld and outperforms all parallel systems. Tuplex outperforms Weld by 2× end-to-end because Tuplex inlines the aggregation in its generated parser.

Data-parallel IR: Weld. Weld is a data-parallel IR that admits optimizations like vectorization or loop fusion across libraries [126]. Weld serves as a backend to ported existing libraries such as Pandas [102], while Tuplex is a complete data analytics system, but both execute compiled native code. We compare Tuplex’s performance to Weld’s on the 311 data cleaning workload [34] and TPC-H Q6 and Q19. Q6 and Q19 perform simple filters and aggregations and are a challenging workload for Tuplex, which shines at string-heavy workloads with row-level UDFs and does not yet support vectorized (SIMD) compilation of UDFs. We compare to Weld v0.4.0; since Weld’s multithreaded runtime was removed in v0.3.0 [125], we compare single-threaded performance. In addition, we preprocessed the inputs to contain only the required columns and converted all dates to integers. In the single-threaded case all string-typed columns in Q6 and Q19 were transformed to integers, because Weld lacks automatic projection pushdown and has limited string processing capabilities. Because Weld does not have a native CSV parser, we preload the Q6/Q19 data into its columnar in-memory format with a single-threaded C++ CSV parser [196]. For the 311 workload, we use Weld’s benchmark code, which uses Pandas to load the data. We measure pure compute time, which measures how good Tuplex’s generated code is, and end-to-end runtime, which measures a realistic data analytics experience.

A good result for Tuplex would show competitive compute time and an improved end-to-end runtime.

Figure 5.6 shows that Tuplex’s compute time (including compilation and sampling) for the 311 data cleaning workload is within 2× of Weld’s, and that end-to-end (total runtime to load the data, compile the query, and execute it), Tuplex runs the workload 2× faster than Pandas+Weld. On TPC-H Q6, Tuplex’s runtime is within 2× of Weld’s for Q6, despite Tuplex’s lack of vectorization and its row-structured data layout in memory (Figure 5.7a), and Tuplex again outperforms Weld by 1.86× end-to-end (Figure 5.7b). Tuplex’s end-to-end performance gains come from an optimization available when compiling full pipelines: instead of loading the data first and then running the aggregation, Tuplex generates a CSV parser and inlines the aggregation code into it. Weld, by contrast, first loads the data via Pandas to a columnar in-memory representation and then aggregates it via fast SIMD instructions. The results for Q19 are similar: due to vectorization, Weld outperforms Tuplex (without logical optimizations, 10.9s) by 2×. However,
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Figure 5.7: For TPC-H Q6/19, Tuplex’s generated code (without vectorization or indexes) is competitive with Weld’s vectorized code and within 3–8× of Hyper’s index-based execution. End-to-end, Tuplex outperforms Weld by 2× (due to its generated parser) and Hyper by 5–7× (by avoiding index creation).

Tuplex can apply logical optimizations and push down filters as Tuplex’s optimizer is aware of both UDFs and the overall query structure. This awareness leads to a 3× speedup over Weld, even though Tuplex lacks vectorization.

5.1.6 SQL query compiler: Hyper.

Tuplex is designed for analytics over large, non-indexed data sets. In classic SQL databases, query compilation is well-established. While Tuplex seeks to support a broader use case (Python UDFs) than SQL queries, we compare to the Hyper query compiler [119, 76] to establish a baseline for Tuplex’s performance on classic SQL queries. We use Tableau’s latest HyperAPI [94] (0.0.12366) to run TPC-H Q6 with 16 threads. Hyper relies on indexes for performance [113]: we expect Q6 to run an order of magnitude faster when indexes are used, as they allow to skip most of the data compared to a pure scan-based version. This comes at the upfront cost of creating the indexes, however.

Tuplex’s scan-based query execution is indeed 3–8× slower than Hyper’s index-based execution (Figure 5.7a). Tuplex’s Python code is also more expensive to compile (120ms) than directly parsing a simple, well-structured SQL query like Q6, as Tuplex must perform additional steps like type inference and tracing. Finally, Figure 5.7b shows that Tuplex outperforms Hyper by 5–7× on end-to-end runtime, since Tuplex avoids upfront index creation and interleaves the aggregation with data loading through its generated parser.

5.1.7 Limitations.

Tuplex by design cannot use some optimizations available to Weld or Hyper, because Tuplex adheres strictly to Python semantics and must forego optimizations that would violate these semantics (e.g., via -ffast-math). Further, Tuplex generates code that still contains instructions to check for exceptions, while Weld and Hyper only work on perfectly clean data.
5.2 | Tuplex Performance Breakdown

The largest contributor to Tuplex’s speedup over Spark and Dask is compiling Python UDFs to native code, but specific design choices improve Tuplex’s performance by up to $3\times$.

![Figure 5.8: Factor analysis for the flights pipeline: Tuplex’s logical and compiler optimizations help LLVM optimizers to jointly realize speedups.](image)

We measure the impact of specific design choices and optimizations with the flights pipeline, using 4-way concurrency and with Tuplex configured to avoid swapping. Figure 5.8 summarizes the impact of each factor on flights (5.9 GB input data) with and without LLVM optimizers enabled, plotting times only for the compute part of the pipeline (i.e., excluding I/O). There are two high-level takeaways: first, logical optimizations and stage fusion are important; and second, our optimizations give additional purchase to the LLVM optimizers. We mention results for other pipelines where relevant; these are end-to-end numbers including I/O.

5.2.1 | Logical Optimizations.

Tuplex compiles Python UDFs with full knowledge of their ASTs. This allows Tuplex to apply standard optimizations like filter and projection pushdowns and operator reorderings through UDFs—in contrast to Spark or Dask, which treat UDFs as black-boxes. We illustrate the impact such logical optimizations have with the weblogs and flight pipelines; the Zillow pipeline has few logical optimization opportunities.

In the flights pipeline, projection pushdown helps drop many of the 110 input columns early. Tuplex achieves a $2\times$ speedup thanks to this logical optimization when we disable LLVM optimizers, but the benefit grows to $3\times$ with LLVM optimizers enabled. This is caused by LLVM eliminating code that processes data eventually dropped and its ability to reorder basic blocks for inlined functions.

The weblogs pipeline contains a join with a list of malicious IPs and a mapColumn operator that anonymizes some records. Applying mapColumn to output rows of the (selective, i.e., filtering) join requires anonymizing fewer rows. But Spark or Dask cannot move a UDF-applying mapColumn through a join, while Tuplex can, thanks to its understanding of columns read and modified in the UDF. With this optimization, Tuplex takes 27 seconds ($2\times$ faster
than the unreordered result we reported in Figure 5.3). If we manually reorder the operators in PySparkSQL, it also runs 2.5× faster (305 seconds), but remains 11.3× slower than Tuplex.

5.2.2 | Stage Fusion.

Systems that treat UDFs as black-box operators are unable to end-to-end optimize across them. In Spark and Dask, a UDF operator is an optimization barrier, while Tuplex makes stages—the unit of optimized compilation—as large as possible. To measure the impact of this design, we manually insert optimization barriers in the flights pipeline, forcing Tuplex to use additional stages. We consider Tuplex with optimization barriers that mimic Spark’s optimization constraints; and Tuplex with stage fusion (i.e., only the build side of a join is a barrier, cf. §4.4.5). For each, we disable and enable LLVM optimizers to measure any cross-UDF optimization enabled. Without LLVM optimizers, Tuplex takes 27.2 seconds without stage fusion and 21.1 seconds with stage fusion (22% improvement); with LLVM optimizers, runtimes drop to 17.1 and 9.9 seconds (42% improvement). Stage fusion thus enables optimization potential that improves runtime by an extra 20%.

5.2.3 | Optional Types off the Normal Path.

Dual mode processing allows Tuplex to optimize the normal-case path by deferring complexity to the exception-case path. We measure the impact of shifting rare null values to the general-case code path (§4.4.7). In flights, this optimization reduces the pipeline’s compute time by 14–19%, albeit at the cost of increasing compile time by 2 seconds, which reduces end-to-end benefit. (Larger datasets would realize more of the benefit, as compile time is a constant.)

5.3 | Distributed, Scale-Out Execution

While our focus has been on the single-machine performance of our Tuplex prototype, some systems we compare to (PySpark and Dask) support distributed execution. To verify that Tuplex’s performance gains are not merely a consequence of avoiding overheads associated with distributed operation, we compare these systems with Tuplex’s experimental distributed execution over AWS Lambda functions.

We compare our prototype’s Lambda backend with a maximum concurrency of 64 simultaneously running requests to a Spark cluster with 64 executors. We use Lambdas with 1.5 GB of memory. The Spark cluster runs on 32 m5.large instances that each run two executors with 1 core and 2 GB of memory per executor. This gives Spark an advantage, as it has more memory and the cluster runs continuously, while Tuplex provisions a Lambda container for each task. In addition, while Tuplex’s Lambda backend writes to S3, Spark merely collects results on its driver node, as writing to S3 requires extra infrastructure [65, 191]. We run the Zillow pipeline over scaled
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Spark (64 executors)</th>
<th>Tuplex (64 Lambdas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 GB</td>
<td>209.03 sec ($\sigma = 10.53$)</td>
<td>31.5 sec ($\sigma = 8.25$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>1791.51 sec ($\sigma = 4.38$)</td>
<td>351.1 sec ($\sigma = 22.10$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: In a distributed scale-out experiment, Tuplex’s Lambda backend outperforms a Spark cluster by 5.1–6.6×.

datasets of 100 GB and 1 TB, with data stored in 256 MB chunks in AWS S3. To verify that the compute speed of m5.large VMs is comparable to 1.5 GB Lambda functions, we ran a microbenchmark over one 256 MB chunk. It takes 3.99 seconds on an m5.large VM, while our code within a Lambda function takes 4.00 seconds on average, with some variance (min: 3.68 sec, max 9.99 sec).

Table 5.3 shows the results. For Spark, we show numbers for the tuple-based pipeline; the dictionary and SparkSQL versions are 10–20% slower. Tuplex completes the pipeline in 31.5 and 351 seconds for 100 GB and 1 TB, 5.1× and 6.6× faster, respectively, than the fastest Spark setup. This difference comes from Tuplex’s compute speed, which outweighs the overheads associated with Lambdas (HTTP request, queueing, container provisioning, etc.). In terms of direct monetary cost, Tuplex is competitive at 4¢ for 100 GB (Spark: 3.7¢) and 55¢ for 1 TB (Spark: 32¢), while also avoiding the setup and provisioning time costs, idle costs, and EBS storage costs that Spark incurs on top of the EC2 VM costs. This suggests that Tuplex can be competitive both on a single server and in scale-out settings.

5.4 | Discussion and Experience

Tuplex’s primary objective is high performance for pipelines that include Python UDFs. But the dual-mode execution model may also help Tuplex users avoid some long-standing challenges of pipeline development and debugging [75, 131]. Key to this is Tuplex’s guarantee that pipelines never fail because of malformed input rows: instead, Tuplex does its best to complete the pipeline on valid, normal-case rows and reports statistics about failed rows to the user. It is difficult to quantify the impact of failure-free pipelines on developer productivity. However, in our anecdotal experience implementing pipelines we found Tuplex preferable for several reasons:

1. Although our evaluation data sets are fairly “clean”, they contain a small number of anomalous rows, which often caused hard-to-debug failures in Spark and Dask.

2. Representing rows as tuples instead of dictionaries improves PySpark performance, but the numerical indexing took painstaking work to get right. Tuplex avoids the speed-usability tradeoffs and has the same performance for tuples and dictionaries.

3. Making null values work with Dask/Pandas required using special datatypes (e.g., np.int64), rather native Python types, as Pandas fails on None values.

4. The semantics of special-purpose operators designed to help developers avoid UDFs differ from Python code.
For example, SparkSQL’s `regex_extract` returns an empty string when there is no match, rather than `NULL` as a Python user might expect (Python’s `re` returns `None` in this case). The weblog dataset has two anomalous rows, which cause SparkSQL to silently return incorrect results, while Tuplex correctly reported them.

5. We compared to Weld using the Pandas cookbook’s sub-sampled 311 dataset [34] (99k rows) scaled 2,000× in §5.1.5, but Tuplex works out-of-the-box on the full NYC 311 dataset [122] (22.4M rows), while Weld, PySpark, PySparkSQL, and Dask all fail and require changes to the UDF code for the realistic dataset.

We spent substantial time tracking down edge cases in framework documentation for other systems, while Tuplex’s Python UDFs behaved as expected. We also found that Tuplex’s reporting of exceptions and failed rows helped us track down bugs in our pipelines.

Tuplex’s dual mode processing requires a representative sample. Like with any sampling approach, an unrepresentative sample can lead Tuplex to deduce an incorrect common case. If the sample itself produces only exceptions, Tuplex warns the user either to revise the pipeline or increase the sample size.
With Tuplex, we demonstrated that it is possible to provide for the specialized problem of large-scale processing a more efficient approach than writing a data pipeline in standard Python or using popular data processing frameworks. A key reason for the slowness of Python code as outlined in chapter 2 is that it is conservative and makes no assumptions about the schema of the data processed: for example, columns may contain arbitrarily-typed data and dictionaries might have arbitrary structure. This induces substantial overhead, as the executing machine code contains many checks and extra instructions that are unnecessary in the common case. With dual-case processing we presented a solution to this efficiency problem by specializing the executing machine code to the input dataset and its common-case structure. However, the performance of such specialized code fundamentally depends on the quality of the sample.

In our prior work we approached sampling in the same way that a traditional, centralized database query planner does, and used a small sample to infer a global common-case to specialize to [172]. This is simple, and works well if the sample’s distribution matches the overall data distribution. But the structure of real-world datasets—particularly those collected over a long time period—often changes over time, and data distributions shift. This heterogeneity can occur due to schema changes (e.g., Github’s API schema has changed 417 times since 2017 [45]), due to changes in the data (e.g., the COVID-19 pandemic induced a rapid shift in the BTS flights dataset [185]), or due to chronological structure (e.g., a file that contains all records from a given month will have constants in the year and month fields). Simple sampling strategies may fail to pick up such changes, and consequently may lead to incorrect query plans and poor code specialization. But more complex sampling strategies also cannot solve the problem. As we show in this chapter of the thesis, sampling the dataset in more complex ways can in fact eliminate specialization opportunities as the sample’s distribution becomes too noisy, and sampling many parts of the input introduces substantial runtime overhead. This problem exacerbates in a distributed setting, where data is large and likely exhibits some heterogeneity.

**Hyperspecialization:** We therefore motivate hyperspecialized data processing, which composes coarse-grained sampling, query compilation, and modern parallel serverless infrastructure into an efficient approach to processing heterogeneous datasets. The key idea is to generate maximally-specialized native code by fitting the code to the data in a more fine-grained way: each parallel worker samples its particular input, and then generates its own, hyperspecialized code to process it, tightly fitting the common case. This maximizes CPU efficiency, particularly
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Listing 8: A UDF that imputes missing values for delay factors for months prior to June, 2003. A machine learning model is used to impute missing values.

on large datasets with shifting patterns and marginal distributions. We expect that hyperspecialization will improve efficiency at no cost to the developer: it reduces the resources consumed by data analytics computations while doing the same work. The key reason is that serverless computing and specialized code generation can hit a sweet spot where the high parallelism of parallel processing begets additional specialization opportunities, as the sampling and specialization become more fine-grained, which further improves the efficiency of the generated code.

6.1 | Motivation

We motivate hyperspecialization with a running example of a typical data science task: cleaning up data about flight delays [185] which is the same dataset used previously in chapter 5. The dataset covers 34 years of flights, and some schema evolution naturally occurred. One schema change is the breaking up of the flight arrival delay in minutes into multiple factors [186]: the dataset has NULL values for all newly-introduced columns for any dates before the schema change in June 2003. Imagine a data scientist who seeks to impute the missing values for the delay factors using a suitable machine learning model for the old records. Given the rather complicated semantics of the missing values and their correlation with other columns (e.g., arrival delays are only given for flights which were not diverted, cancelled, or arrived early), the user decides to write the imputation routine as a single function in Python(cf. listing 8): Traditional systems like Spark run this Python code as a user-defined function (UDF), which they treat as a “black box” and cannot optimize via classic query planning and logical optimization.

However, observe that each individual input file, which represents one month’s worth of flights, will run through a particular branch of the outermost if statement. Only months before June 2003 require imputation via the model and enter the if branch; all others follow the simpler else branch. The model’s features passed as argument
features consists of data obtained from many columns, but features is unused in the else branch. Thus, parsing the columns passed in features is unnecessary for input files after June 2003, and the parsing code for these columns could be eliminated. But this high-impact optimization is out of reach both for classic query optimizers and for a UDF compiler: a query optimizer cannot reason about the Python UDF code (which it treats as a black box), and a UDF compiler can only reason statically about the code or about the input data as a whole if provided with a sample.

Savvy users might consider to utilize some clever rewriting (e.g., splitting the UDF into multiple UDFs) and performance-motivated mix-in of SQL expressions (to allow query optimizers to work better) to improve the execution speed. But these optimizations require expert knowledge and careful tuning.

With hyperspecialization, we propose an automated technique that can exploit optimization opportunities that require reasoning about local properties of parts of typical semi-structured datasets. Hyperspecialization samples the input data and generates UDF code on a fine-grained, per-input file basis.

6.2 | Overview

A traditional DBMS stores statistics that help in query planning—e.g., data types, statistics, and locality information—centrally and keeps them updated. Such meta-data allows a query planner to produce an efficient query. In addition a DBMS is free to (re)organize data to support repeated queries most efficiently. This can be either done through indices or physical reorganization [59]. Specifically for semi-structured data in the form of JSON files, breaking them up into column chunks has been proposed to deal with heterogeneity and schema evolution over time [31]. But pipelines over raw, non-relational data stored in CSV or binary format have no such comprehensive information, so they must sample the data directly and assume that the sample is representative. This introduces a trade-off between more complex sampling—which increases the likelihood of obtaining a representative sample—against planning and execution speed. Sampling the whole dataset can be prohibitive, as it may require loading large amounts of data from cloud storage and parsing them. But a more limited sample (e.g., the first input file only) may lead the query planner into a suboptimal plan. This risk increases when data sets grow over time, as schema changes and the marginal distribution shifts, i.e., the dataset becomes more heterogeneous. Existing systems to process raw-data typically assume a fixed schema while scanning [3], or require prior ingestion to detect offsets over raw-files before allowing users to issue queries [199]. In this work, we focus on a scenario which have no previous knowledge of the data, i.e. all sampling and inference has to be performed on-the-fly while processing the query, which is typical for large-scale ETL jobs. To demonstrate our idea, we built on top of Tuplex and extend its incomplete AWS Lambda backend.

Tuplex’s specialization strategy works well if the common-case assumptions remain static across the whole dataset and most records are processed on the fast path. But if the dataset is heterogeneous or Tuplex infers the wrong common
case, many records will require processing in the interpreter, and Tuplex’s performance degrades to that of a Python interpreter. To show this shortcoming of Tuplex, we motivate our work on hyperspecialization through an experiment.

6.3 | Don’t just sample globally!

In this motivational experiment, we compare the effect of different sampling strategies on the specialized code Tuplex generates for the example pipeline described in §6.1. We use Tuplex as a case study here, but investigate more generally what specialization opportunities different sampling strategies can help discover, and the results should generalize to other systems that adapt based on sampling the input data.

Tuplex deduces types for the slow and fast path using a small sample of the input data (256 KB by default). To keep sampling costs low, Tuplex’s original approach samples just the first rows of the first input file. We compare this approach to five other sampling strategies (Figure 6.1) using the query described in §1. The different strategies vary combinations of which input files Tuplex samples (first file, last file, or all files), and which rows in these files it samples (first or last rows). For each strategy, we measure the sampling time and pipeline execution time that results from the column types (“schema”) that Tuplex detects based on the sample. All experiments use Python 3.9.8 and Tuplex’s AWS Lambda backend, which runs each parallel processing task in a serverless function that we configure...
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with 10 GB of memory. All queries are invoked from an AWS EC2 r5d.xlarge instance in the us-east-1 zone. We repeat each experiment ten times on hot AWS Lambda functions, and runtimes are end-to-end time averages recorded on the EC2 driver machine over 10 runs each. Figure 6.2 shows the results which exhibit vast differences in runtime depending on which sampling strategy is used.

Finding the right sampling strategy: Un-surprisingly, increasing the amount of data sampled increases the sampling time for modes (e) and (f), which sample all 410 input files. The problem here is that for data stored in S3 one or more requests have to be issued to retrieve data samples. We use multi-threading (8 threads) to control S3 request cost, but the numbers still suggest that sampling every single file is not a good idea as it does not produce a better code path performance-wise for this particular query than if only a single or two files were sampled, as fig. 6.2 shows. Sampling modes A, B and C sample different files and file parts and result in similar performance, whereas C has the best performance and produces a code path that runs \( \approx 4 \times \) faster than any of the other modes. But it is not clear to a user upfront which sampling mode will perform well, or which files to choose to sample from for a particular query. A more robust approach that automatically detects the right sampling strategy would help to deliver more reliable runtimes. This experiment illustrates that determining the right sampling strategy is difficult, and that a global sampling strategy can result in missed code specialization opportunities.

6.4 Hyperspecialization

The central idea of hyperspecialization is to not rely on a single, perfect global specialization setting but rather perform on-the-fly reoptimization while executing a query. To achieve this, we divide the execution of a query into two steps when it comes to planning: In a first step, which we execute on the client, we draw a small initial sample to estimate an initial schema for the query to perform initial query planning like detecting which stages to generate. We also generate and compile a general, compiled code path that is globally optimized. Each stage is then executed using a varying degree of Lambda executors. With hyper-specialization mode active, the initial batch of Lambdas is assigned a specialization unit. While there may be different strategies on how to identify and assign specialization units, we decided to go with a simple approach: each file serves as a specialization unit. We base this on the assumption that likely there has been an initial partitioning of data performed along some attribute is when attempting to processing multiple files in parallel. In a sense, individual files marginalize the data distribution such that marginal distributions have overall lower variance. For historical data, this is typically the time of collection but other schemes may be possible.
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6.4 Hyperspecialization

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Deserialization / Parsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Specialization (schema detection, logical re-optimization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>LLVM IR generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>LLVM IR optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>IR to x86 lowering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3: Generating specialized code for a unit incurs various costs due to the different steps involved when producing a new code-path.

**Balancing optimization cost:** On our quest to design a new distributed system that supports compiling Python to efficient code, we have to balance carefully where to generate, optimize and execute which code. Typically, the driver machine issuing the query to each Lambda executor has limited parallelism available and a slow connection to any data stored in a blob service like S3. However, we consider any compute time spent on the driver machine to be essentially free, whereas every single millisecond we have to spend on Lambdas doing not actually work multiplies by the parallelism we employ quickly. Keeping overheads low on each Lambda is crucial. But, spending too much time on the driver to generate, optimize and run code overall results in a slow query and bad user experience. Therefore, we find a compromise: we perform a raw, cheap global optimization using a cheap sample on the driver that we use to split a query into stages, project columns initially and perform filter optimizations (like pushing filters through joins). We then expect re-optimization on Lambdas to resolve any initial sampling error we may have incurred on the driver and also address heterogeneity within the input data. With this design choice we balance the cost of too much optimization and code generation on a Lambda versus increased end-to-end query time. For datasets that are homogeneous, we allow users to disable hyperspecialization for lower execution cost. But for heterogeneous datasets hyperspecialization allows to keep sampling costs on the driver low, and resolve sampling errors on each Lambda by re-optimizing the code during query execution. However, making hyperspecialization work in practice is challenging.

**6.4.1 Challenges**

The overall challenge of hyperspecialization is that any cost to perform hyperspecialization must be traded off against the performance benefit better fitted code brings. In particular, we would want to avoid a situation where performing hyperspecialization would perform worse than if just the global normal, global or fallback (interpreter) code path was used. The cost to specialize code for a unit (file) can be broken down into multiple steps which comprise sampling, specialization and compilation cost, as shown in figure 6.3. In order to generate a new specialized code-path on a Lambda, any operator that forms a stage together with the code of their respective UDFs has to be shipped to an executor to specialize on. Consequently, we ship code in the form of ASTs with annotations from the client...
and serialize additional information using Cereal [49] which is an efficient library to serialize C++ structures, which allows us to keep serialization costs of a stage low. Next, a new input data sample is drawn for the unit. Controlling the sampling cost here is challenging, as we want on the one side to avoid issuing too many S3 requests but also ensure that the sample is representative. For this reason, we issue two requests to S3 to get a block of fixed size of the start and end of a file to base the initial sample on. To further reduce sampling cost, we use stratified sampling instead of parsing all available rows in the received data blocks. With stratified sampling we partition the input data into groups (strata) of equal size, and then draw randomly from each group an identical amount of samples. With this approach we can avoid sampling errors for e.g. sorted data where using randomized sampling or sampling the first and last rows like in Tuplex produces sampling errors. After obtaining a new batch of sample rows, Viton performs type inference to detect whether a differing schema is present. In the case of a differing schema, the complete stage is retyped. With this retyping, both logic and data representation can be more tightly fitted to the concrete input data the Lambda is about to process. Moreover, specializing on the new sample yields another opportunity: the stage can be logically re-optimized, i.e., it could happen that particular code-paths for this sample do not require to parse the same input columns as in the original logical pipeline that has been globally optimized. The same applies to operators potentially becoming dead-code, or a better reordering possibility for filter operators. In a sense, the specialization step here combines logical with compiler optimizations. In a next step, the optimized stage is compiled to LLVM’s intermediate representation (IR). This allows to use LLVM’s infrastructure to perform another optimization step using LLVM’s optimization passes before emitting machine code. In order to make hyperspecialization viable, the cost of executing all of these steps has to be low enough to be offset by a performance gain high through a more efficient code-path for the normal case. For this reason, Viton uses more aggressive optimizations compared to Tuplex which may work for a tiny subset but may likely fail globally. Viton thus optimizes most aggressively locally and takes a less aggressive approach globally. We reflect the same design choice by using an aggressively configured LLVM JIT compiler for the normal-case, and a less aggressive optimizing LLVM JIT compiler for the general-case code path in order to control compilation costs on Lambdas. Compared to Tuplex, which uses LLVM passes similar to clang’s -O2, we disable most LLVM optimization passes in Viton on the Lambda executors as we want to avoid Lambdas to spend too much time on code optimization.

6.5 | Optimizations

To generate more narrowly fitted code to specific inputs, we built upon both logical optimizations and compiler optimizations Tuplex employs such as filter pushdown, breakup, reordering and column selection/projection pushdown and introduce two new optimizations:
6.5.1 | Constant-folding

Tuplex speculates on whether types can be NULL or not. We demonstrated [172], that this particular optimization on its own can improve performance by 15%. For Viton, we expanded this optimization by speculating on the constness of arbitrary values. This means, instead of emitting a check on whether a column is potentially null we emit a check whether a value is of a particular constant or not. This means, that if a column is considered constant it does not need to

```python
def foo(row):
    if row[0] == 2012:
        return (row[0], row[1], row[2])
    else:
        return (row[0], 0, row[3])
```

Figure 6.4: Constant-folding allows to simplify UDFs and enables further logical optimizations. Viton detects for the sample that in the normal case the first column — indexed via `row[0]` — is mostly 2011. By treating the first column as a constant of value 2011, Viton can eliminate the if-branch in the UDF. Reapplying Viton’s logical query optimizations allows to project the second and third column out. However, constant-folding requires to emit an additional check as part of the row classifier (cf. §4.2).

be materialized anymore in the normal-case and the UDF compiler is able to avoid costly operations by folding value accessed with a constant instead. Moreover, in the best case this allows to collapse branches or even whole UDFs to a constant value. From this standpoint, constant-folding improves the execution speed for UDFs. But, there is an added benefit: Constant-folding UDFs may enable logical optimizations like filter pushdown, column projection or dead-code elimination to better optimize a pipeline altogether. To illustrate this better, let’s take a look at a concrete example as depicted in figure 6.4. Here, a sample is given of which the majority of rows make it seem likely that the first column is always 2011. Thus, a check to check for the value 2011 (and also with this that the first column is of i64 type, and not-null) is added when determining whether the row should be processed on the normal-case or not. However, knowing in the normal-case that the first column is always 2011 allows to evaluate the branch condition `row[0] == 2012` to `False` which makes the ”then” branch dead-code. But if the logical optimizer is now rerun over the pipeline, it can detect that for this UDF parsing columns 1, 2 is not necessary anymore (the first column still needs to be parsed to perform the check). In particular this means that as input to the UDF neither column 0,1 or 2 need to be materialized.
anymore. In the case the check fails (as for the row \((2012, A, 1, 2)\) shown in the example) the execution of the UDF is deferred to the general-case code-path (which may deferred it to the interpreter as well, as shown in fig. 4.1).

To implement constant-folding within UDFs, we leverage Tuplex’s type system by introducing a new concept of \textit{optimized types}. Instead of a rather complex analysis of control flow, using types allows to re-use the existing typing infrastructure. The idea is to basically create a specialized subtype of an existing type within Tuplex, that can at any time be deoptimized to the original type. I.e., if a parameter \(x\) is assigned an optimized type 
\[
\text{\_Constant[i64,2011]}
\]

it can be deoptimized to an integer \(\text{i64}\) whenever needed. Folding both expressions and statements based on constant types allows to optimize ASTs before generating LLVM IR out of them. Instead of checking for data-flow, it’s sufficient to check for and combine constant types.

\textbf{6.5.2 | Filter promotion}

When writing pipelines that involve filter operators, users often write the logic within other operators specifically to match only rows that pass a predicate. E.g., imagine a data scientist analyzing Github events given in the form of semi-structured JSON data. Frequently, in semi-structured datasets the structure differs between different subgroups, i.e. a \text{PushEvent} may be vastly different than a \text{WatchEvent}. Detecting these different schemas within a dataset is challenging for traditional analytics systems. For this reason, in systems based on SQL usually only primitives that perform explicit parsing are implemented like \text{JSON\_EXTRACT} that expect strings and user-logic to perform explicit type casting. In the case of Python however, there is a natural mapping of JSON to Python dictionaries which makes writing explicit type cast and parsing logic unnecessary and cumbersome. Indeed, other approaches like using a dedicated JSON query language (jsoniq \[37\]) have been proposed to overcome the challenge of supporting data preparation pipelines early enough for nested and heterogeneous datasets which has been described as a primary challenge in \[42\]. With \textit{filter promotion} we want to automate the implicit behavior of users writing their logic, while overcoming the obstacles that prevent traditional systems to optimize queries over semi-structured data better.

The core idea of filter promotion is to apply the filter (if cheap enough and not dependent on other operators) on the initial sample given, and if not all rows from the filter are filtered out to promote the filter to become a normal-case check. We illustrate this in figure 6.5, where the schema according to the blue dots would dominate without filter promotion. But for the schema corresponding to the blue dots, the filter predicate may evaluate to \text{False}, which would stop processing rows further down the pipeline. This would translate to a misoptimization, and may even result in a majority of rows causing problems in the normal-case as a wrong schema is assumed by the framework – but not by the user. Applying filter promotion would promote the UDF of the filter operator to become part of the row classifier as a normal case check and use the filtered sample to propagate types and perform
tracing through the rest of the operator graph. This means that for all subsequent operators of the promoted filter operator, a more restrictive schema may be assumed which is informed by the filtered sample. Restricting the sample may be beneficial, as for the filtered sample some fields may become constant. More concretely, when a user would for example like to perform computations on ForkEvents which are much rarer than PushEvents Viton is able with filter-promotion to assume the schema of ForkEvents and can subsequently avoid parsing unnecessary fields. In case the filter operator produces an empty sample, Viton avoids applying the filter-promotion optimization.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 6.5:** Filter promotion manipulates the sample used by promoting a filter to become a check for the normal-case and allows schema decision and logical optimizations to be based on the filtered sample instead of the initial one.

### 6.6 Implementation

To demonstrate the viability of our idea to hyperspecialize on heterogeneous datasets, we created Viton, a prototype hyperspecializing compiler based on Tuplex. Creating Viton required adding support for the two optimizations described in §6.5 and extending the early-stage Lambda backend of Tuplex to support shipping stages in the form of ASTs to Lambda executors. For this, we implemented a custom AWS Lambda runtime as this was more efficient in micro-benchmarks than building on top of existing runtimes in AWS Lambda. In addition to implementing per-Lambda, per-input file sampling and hyperspecialized code generation, Viton also adds support for semi-structured JSON files with a parser built on top of simdjson [85].

**Redesigned architecture:** To apply hyperspecialization on individual Lambda invocations, Viton follows an architecture that moves code generation onto Lambdas (Figure 6.6). Users still write queries using standard Python, just like in Tuplex. The driver performs an initial sample to inform basic query planning (logical optimizations, slow path code generation). Viton serializes a full stage with all its UDFs as ASTs, including lightweight annotations from the driver based on the initial sample, and transfers it on each invocation. In contrast to Tuplex, Viton then generates and compiles an individual fast path on each Lambda function after drawing a sample from the Lambda function’s input to further
specialize the AST. If deoptimization occurs—i.e., the slow path or interpreter execution is required—the Lambda runs the slow path LLVM IR obtained from the driver or the fallback code path via an embedded CPython interpreter.

**Opportunistic compilation:** When using hyperspecialization together with aggressive optimizations, some rows will likely require processing through the slow compiled path based on the general case schema. Tuplex always compiles both the fast and slow path in parallel. Yet, this may be undesirable in Viton on each Lambda as processing will only start once compilation of both paths finished. For complex schemas involving large structs (like for Github events) compile time for the general case may be significant. Viton therefore compiles the general case code path in parallel while hyperspecialization is performed. But this comes at the cost of using the CPU of the Lambda for compiling a path that may not be needed if all rows process through the normal case and no deoptimization is triggered. For this reason, Viton provides users with the option to enable or disable opportunistic compilation of the general case path. When opportunistic compilation is disabled, compilation of the general case path is only performed when rows actually need to be processed through it. This allows to balance whether users speculate on a general-code path likely being necessary or whether they only want to pay for the compilation cost if it actually is needed. Anecdotally, we observed that opportunistic compilation slightly increases query cost, but leads to overall lower end-to-end runtime when enabled.
In this chapter, we evaluate the benefits of hyperspecialization using two different queries two over different datasets and seek to answer the following questions:

1. To which extend does hyperspecialization reduce query runtime and cost?
2. How does hyperspecialization compare to other, global sampling strategies?
3. Where do the benefits of hyperspecialization stem from?
4. How does Viton compare to other, state-of-the-art serverless frameworks?

**Experimental Setup:** We configure each Lambda to run a single Viton executor that uses up to 10 GB of memory (512MB temp storage) and a maximum of three threads. As of May 2023, a Lambda instance with 10 GB of memory has six vCPUs, three of which we use for processing and three for S3. We run the client on a single r5d.xlarge EC2 instance.

### 7.1 Flights query

In this experiment, we perform a data cleaning query that imputes missing values for delay factors for years and months prior to 06/2003 and retrieve the cleaned result for years 2002 to 2005. The input dataset [185] consists of 410 files (total: 83.51 GB) with varying size from 177MB to 284 MB with each file containing the full data for a single month ranging from 10/1987 to 11/2021. In hyperspecialization mode, we specialize code for each file, i.e. there are in total 410 specialization units. To control sampling cost, we use stratified sampling using ten samples (without replacement) over a strata of 1024 rows. The client samples the first and last 32MB of each file (and the Lambdas as well), which results in an average of 144–158 samples per file. The motivation to use stratified sampling is to control sampling cost. Because the files are sorted by date and carrier, simply using the first \( n \) rows would lead to sampling errors that can be avoided by using appropriate strata. Reducing the amount of samples allows to achieve sampling times of 6.3–7.1ms/row per lambda (4.1–8.9ms/row on the client) which in total translates to spending \( \approx 1s \) per lambda (0.6–1.4s on the client) on sampling. Opportunistic compilation is active for both global and hyper scenarios (benefiting the global scenario overall).

When enabling hyper-specialization, in our first experiment we compare global specialization vs. hyperspecialization. When each Lambda specializes to its concrete input schema, we can achieve a speedup of 2.05x.
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7.1 Flights query

**Figure 7.1:** Hyperspecialization allows 2–3x improvement of end-to-end performance improvement and cost reduction by a factor of ≈3x. Applying constant-folding globally causes misoptimizations, as wrongly the fourth quarter is assumed to be constant.

Activating more aggressively specializing optimizations like constant-folding causes a drop in performance in the global scenario: on the client the sample wrongly detects the column 'quarter' to be constantly 4. While there is a benefit for files which fall into the last quarter of a year, this also causes the check to fail in the normal-case for all other quarters. The runtime benefit of the specialized files does not outweigh the cost of failing normal-case checks which leads to an overall degradation of end-to-end performance by 4%. On the other hand, aggressive specialization allows files to simplify their pipeline for multiple years and improves performance to a factor of 3.05x (cf. figure 7.1). Looking at which code-paths individual rows take for each setting, we can explain the results more precisely. For the global specialization, we see that a significant number of rows still get processed via the general or fallback code-path (cf. figure 7.2). When applying hyperspecialization to 202,687,655 total input rows, 0.1% less rows will require the

![Figure 7.2](image)

**Figure 7.2:** Breakdown of which code-paths input rows took in Viton. When globally specializing the code, applying constant-folding leads to misoptimization and places 66.9% unnecessarily on the general case code path. Hyperspecialization is able to fit the code better to individual subsets of the input data, and constant-folding results in only 0.2% of rows requiring still processing in the general case code path.
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7.1 Flights query

Figure 7.3: Hyperspecialization is sensitive to the sample quality obtained on each Lambda. Increasing the number of samples per strata (size=1024) helps to lower variance, but increases overall compute time due to increased sampling cost.

general case, and 10.9% less the fallback. As a result 11.1% more rows can be processed via the normal case. The normal case itself also becomes more efficient. On the contrary, using aggressive optimizations like constant-folding globally leads to execution becoming dominated by the general-case as the normal-case checks fail for a majority of files. However, for sufficiently homogeneous subsets, such optimization can yield a boost. In hyperspecialization mode with constant-folding enabled, merely 0.2% of all rows can not be processed using the normal case for the flights query.

7.1.1 | Stratified sampling

The stratified sampling strategy we use to control sampling cost comes with a drawback of introducing a lot of variance because the sample may not be representative enough. E.g., when taking a single sample per strata, hyperspecialization picks a wide range of possible specialization scenarios as no schema dominates clearly. Increasing the number of samples per strata (without replacement), allows to reduce the variance at increased sampling cost. Thus, sampling cost must be carefully balanced against sampling accuracy and specialization opportunity. We show the sensitivity of hyperspecialization towards sampling accuracy in Figure 7.3: for this experiment, we vary the number of samples taken for each strata. Un-surprisingly, using a single sample per strata results in a high variance for the end-to-end performance as the aggressive optimizations in hyper-mode for each Lambda may pick a sub-optimal schema and setting. While the overall end-to-end time is impacted by sampling time, using more samples reduces the variance. Based on these findings, we chose to pick 10 samples with a 1024 strata size as a good compromise to safe-guard against high sample variance and still avoid sampling cost to dominate overall query execution for our initial result shown in Figure 7.1. When sampling using all rows for the first and last 32MB of each file, the processing time in hyper-mode with constant-folding enabled approaches 55s.
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7.1.2 | Varying the filter predicate

A curious reader may wonder whether the primary reason for hyperspecialization to work is its ability to automatically exclude files based on constant-folding the filter in the flights query. Indeed, why not simply use a glob pattern to only process relevant files for the query? Certainly, this is possible but it places the burden on the user to clearly understand which files to process and how to process each file upfront. Viton on the other hand automatically detects files that can be largely ignored during processing. The core idea of Viton is to detect which columns are likely to be constant and then specialize the pipeline for the normal-case in this case. As a result for the flights query, Viton detects for files that correspond to the years 1987-2001 and 2006-2021 that in the normal-case it’s sufficient to execute the normal-case check on month/year and then evaluate a collapsed pipeline that only consists of the filter operator (as it evaluates to a constant false then, which allows to drop subsequent operators). But, this raises the question of how much of the speedup is actually due to this smart filtering strategy and how much can be attributed to better capturing the schema per file. To break the effect of constant-folding the filter predicate, we modify the flights query by varying the filter predicate to span between 1-35 years, always including the year 2003 where the schema change happened. Figure 7.4 shows the results. When decreasing the filter selectivity, more rows get processed which leads to an overall end-to-end runtime increase. Effectively, hyper-specialization still outperforms global processing as it allows to (mostly in the case of non-constant folding) avoid the costly interpreter path (cf. Figure 7.2).

7.2 | Github query

In a second query, we use historical data collected from Github containing raw information about 20+ different events which has been continuously collected since February, 2011 [50]. Due to resource constraints, we limit out
experimental dataset to a subset of 11 files for October 15th of each year (35.5GB total dataset size). Within the GH archive dataset, data is organized as newline-delimited JSON files for each day. Due to the growth of Github over the last decade, schema changes are frequent (3,748 on 417 days [45]), e.g. like the introduction of stars [118] that gave the old field watchers the meaning of the new field stargazers but kept the field with new semantics. In addition, the historic data has been also collected using different APIs: From 2/12/2011 - 12/31/2014, a now-deprecated API (Timeline API) was used, while later data uses the Events API. Each row in the dataset shares common fields, but names where information regarding the repository affected by an event may be either under a key 'repo' or 'repository' depending on the year. Because of the frequent changes to the API, and in order to not lose any information, any fields that cannot automatically extracted to fit the predefined schema are dumped into a 'payload' field. The structure of the 'payload' field thereby heavily varies depending on event-type and time of collection. Over time, there is a trend of the API gaining additional fields which increases schema complexity and file-size (cf. fig. 7.5). This makes it nearly impossible for a data-analytics framework to define a global matching schema for the dataset. As a result, a user is required to write either: 1. dedicated logic for each single file and union the results, or 2. write custom extraction logic and ensure compatibility across making it impossible for a data-analytics framework to carry out any optimizations. Viton allows to focus on writing the actual code, without having to worry about data organization. Instead, it’s sufficient to either infer the logic to write from a small snippet of the data or make use of Tuplex’s exception resolution mechanisms [172, 46]. In the following, we show for our example query that extracts information about ForkEvents from the Github dataset that hyperspecialization and specifically the filter-promotion optimization introduced in §6.5.2 improves performance over a globally specialized data pipeline.

In the Github dataset, PushEvents un-suprisingly are the most frequent event type. However, the structure of
Figure 7.6: Github query showing the effect of using filter promotion using 24x parallelism on a specialization unit size of 2G.

PushEvents changes drastically over time and is different from the one of ForkEvents. This means, that Tuplex without hyperspecialization enabled wrongly deduces PushEvents to be the most likely schema and optimizes its normal-case along PushEvents but not the ForkEvents that the query actually only cares about. As seen in figure 7.6, enabling filter-promotion globally allows the query to fit better to the relevant ForkEvents. However, the nature of ForkEvents changes over years. Interestingly, though fitting wrongly to PushEvents, hyperspecialization itself is able to outperform a globally specialized pipeline by a factor of 1.22× with a slight edge over the filter-promotion. Combining hyper-specialization with filter-promotion allows to outperform the globally specialized pipeline significantly by a factor of more than 2× at comparable cost savings. In contrary to the query in §7.1 the complex semi-structured nature of ForkEvents still requires a significant number of rows to be processed through the fallback path (the general-case path is specialized to PushEvents), which explains the factor of 2.28× compared to 3× for the flights scenario.

7.3 | Baseline comparison

To better understand Viton’s performance relative to other Python-based frameworks that operate on a serverless setting, we chose to compare Viton against Lithops v2.9.0 [162, 158, 161, 190, 159], which is an open-source multi-cloud serverless framework in the spirit of a successor to PyWren [70] but is able to invoke Lambdas 3× faster and also has an improved result fetch mechanism compared to PyWren [160]. Other serverless engines like Lambda[114] or Starling [133] unfortunately are not available for experimentation and also do not support our workload. I.e., StarlingDB [133] is limited to executing TPC-H queries by generating C++ code for a limited set of queries that is then pre-compiled to be executed on a Python runtime. Lambda[114] uses Numba[83] to execute Python code more efficiently, but does support numbers only so far. Our flights query however requires extensive string processing.

We configure Lithops with identical settings to Viton (10GB of runtime memory on each Lambda, AWS Lambda as compute and S3 as storage backend) and invoke it in serverless mode from the same EC2 r5d.xlarge instance. For the baseline, we re-implemented the flights query from §7.1 using the primitives available in Lithops and in plain Python
with the utmost knowledge of the query and data. I.e., in our custom implementation the filter predicate is explicitly pushed-down to avoid costly S3 queries and processing data which is not required for any output row. In addition, we run Viton in fallback mode such that all rows are purely processed through the generated fallback code in Python. As Viton does not carry out any logical optimizations like operator reordering or pushdown in pure fallback mode, we port the generated code from Viton to Lithops as well to compare fairly. Figure 7.7 shows the results of the average of 10 runs in each setting, after performing an initial warmup run to avoid the cold-start of AWS Lambda containers. Viton in fallback mode performs a bit slower than Lithops due to initial sampling overheads, slower invocation of the fallback path and additional exception tracking logic which we didn’t port over. Un-surprisingly writing better fitted logic to the concrete data improves cost and performance by 22% in Lithops (178s / $8.21 vs. 229s / $11.09).

With all optimizations enabled, despite the overhead of compiling code on each Lambda Viton outperforms end-to-end a native Python pipeline by a factor of 9.6× (18.6s). In addition, the use of efficient native code leads to a cost reduction by a factor of 21.6× at a cost of $0.38 on average.

7.4 | Performance breakdown

When we introduced hyperspecialization in §6.4, we discussed that implementing it successfully requires to carefully trade-off overheads. In table 7.1, we show a breakdown for a random flights query run with hyperspecialization on (and constant-folding). From §7.1 we recall that hyperspecialization leads indeed to a 3× time and cost reduction. We break down the overhead each Lambda has to perform into distinct categories. The “per λ” columns show the average across all 410 executed Lambda requests during a query. For this query, nearly half of the time is spent on sampling and specializing the code. We’re certain that with additional engineering effort these efforts could be
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7.5 Revisiting sampling strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>total</th>
<th>total $</th>
<th>per $ per $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lambda execution time</td>
<td>2231.6s</td>
<td>$0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deserialization</td>
<td>33.6s</td>
<td>$0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sampling</td>
<td>495.9s</td>
<td>$0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specialization</td>
<td>426.7s</td>
<td>$0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLVM (opt. + x86)</td>
<td>41.3s</td>
<td>$0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ overheads</td>
<td>997.6s</td>
<td>$0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast path</td>
<td>1173.7s</td>
<td>$0.196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Breakdown of an example flights query execution which took 17.8s end-to-end with 410 parallel lambda executions.

lowered further, and see the overall numbers as encouraging.

7.5 Revisiting sampling strategies

When comparing Viton to Tuplex, hyperspecialization mode in Viton is able to automatically detect a better sampling strategy by fitting better to the data. Revisiting the introductory experiment from figure 6.2, we compare in figure 7.8 the performance of Viton (using mode $C$ on the Lambdas) configured with stratified sampling on the Lambdas (32MB sampling size, 10 samples per strata) and using Tuplex’s 256KB sampling strategy on the client.

Figure 7.8: Depending on the sampling strategy users experience varying runtimes in Tuplex. Viton uses hyperspecialization to more robustly fit to marginal distributions across the input data.

In particular, we can explain the reason why Tuplex performs better in sampling mode $C$ compared to $A,B$ and $D$ as more rows are placed on the slow fallback path, compared to mode $C$ where all rows are processed on the compiled code paths (cf. table 7.3 and table 7.2). Running Viton with modes $A$ – $D$ on the lambdas reduces variance of end-to-end time (we observe 11.3s – 14.8s on average for other modes) and with a similar configuration to (c) in fig. 7.8 Viton is even able to outperform Tuplex’s best random pick slightly. Note that the runtime of Viton includes the
7.6 Discussion and Related work

In chapter 6 we showed that sampling-based Python UDF compilation faces challenges when it comes to processing in the cloud due to sample error and data heterogeneity. By fitting the code to the input data on each Lambda, hyperspecialization reduces overall execution time and monetary cost without any user effort. Our prototype, Viton, demonstrates that it is possible to compile efficient code on serverless functions that can help reduce costs and improve performance by a factor of 2–4×. In the following, we give an overview of other techniques that may be considered as well to deal with heterogeneity and why we think hyperspecialization is a valuable contribution to overcome limitations or provide an alternative for the large-scale data processing scenario.

Why not adaptive sampling? The DBMS community has proposed various approaches to adapt a query during runtime to changing data properties. Examples include micro-adaptivity in Vectorwise, where different precompiled flavors of primitives are kept that are chosen using a model at runtime upon each function invocation depending on statistics that are continuously updated [154]. Similarly, Grizzly generates and compiles on-the-fly different plan...
versions and chooses then the most efficient version for stream processing based on hardware counters [52]. A more fine-grained approach than these two that avoids precompiled primitives and full at-runtime query (re)compilation is [104], where lightweight hooks and counters are used to permute already compiled queries efficiently, e.g., by reordering code of individual predicates. Our approach in Viton, however, can’t use precompiled primitives or an expensive adaptive scheme at runtime. In contrary to DBMS systems, Python UDFs often involve complex control flow, making it challenging or nearly impossible to utilize precompiled primitives. Furthermore, data-driven compilation requires a sample upfront in order to carry out compilation, in contrast to SQL queries that only require type information stored in a catalog. While it is often sufficient to update lightweight counters, like predicate selectivity or histograms to adapt SQL queries during query execution, adapting Python ASTs requires more complex counters for most AST nodes. Tracing JITs like PyPy [148] are suggested as an ideal design to achieve micro-adaptivity, yet in practice it was shown that their performance varies widely [172]. Tuplex’s design therefore adopted a more coarse-grained sampling approach which allows to compile differently specialized code-paths ahead-of-time. Last, due to the complexity of UDF pipelines, their compilation times tend to be higher than for SQL queries. Thus, frequent (micro-)adaptation and compilation would likely make compile time could dominate overall query execution time.

**Why not adaptive query processing?** SkinnerDB [189, 188] proposes to use reinforcement learning to adapt on-the-fly join orders of a potentially suboptimal query plan. Spark 3.0 similarly introduces adaptive query execution to deal with data skew, balance buckets and switch out join strategies [35]. Morsel-driven parallelism allows to adapt parallelism on-the-fly [91]. These approaches are mostly concerned with either optimizing execution of higher-level operator graphs on-the-fly, or improve partitioning and scheduling during query execution. In a way these approaches are orthogonal and may benefit our system. In this work, we focus on improving the performance of individual stages by hyperspecializing to the input data on-the-fly which leads to more efficient code being executed.

**Why serverless?** Naturally, hyperspecialization as a technique can also be used on a single machine or cluster. However, serverless functions allow utilizing the elasticity of the cloud and the extra parallelism available to hit a sweet-spot in execution time vs. specialization opportunities. In future work, we’re hoping to investigate how to split long-running tasks that cannot be specialized effectively, such as tasks that process files that internally have mixed schemas. This would entail a Lambda splitting its work and spawning additional Lambdas for different specializations. By combining such a splitting strategy with the higher efficiency of hyperspecialization, we believe that the potential of serverless compute can be pushed even further.
8 Conclusion

8.1 Summary of contributions

This dissertation introduces a novel way of building efficient data analytics systems for Python. Properties of and heuristics about UDFs embedded within a higher-level data pipeline, enable to speculatively generate a normal-case code-path for the majority of rows together with a general and fallback path to process non-conforming rows. We call this approach data-driven compilation, as the key insight is to leverage both the query structure as well as statistics obtained from a small initial input data sample. We verified the viability of this approach through a prototype system, Tuplex, which has been open-sourced under github.com/tuplex/tuplex.

In the second part of this dissertation, we dove deeper into the question of how many code-paths are actually a good idea and how sensitive the data-driven compilation approach is to sampling errors. With Viton, we push the boundary further and enable data-driven compilation to work with heterogeneous datasets. We also extended the ideas of specialization to more complex semi-structured data to allow users to seamless work with JSON data by mapping them directly to Python dictionaries. Hyperspecialization shows that it is possible to overcome sampling-based Python UDF compilation challenges due to sample error and data heterogeneity. Viton uses AWS Lambda functions to distribute work. By fitting the code to the input data on each Lambda, hyperspecialization reduces overall execution time and monetary cost without any user effort.

Impact: Since Tuplex has been open-sourced it did gain traction within the open-source community [164, 100]. Moreover, our work has been used as a competitive benchmark in other research works like [39] and benchmarks developed within the original paper [172] have been used by other groups to design future data systems. The full paper has been reproduced by the TU Dresden database research group [197]. Particularly, the claim that Tuplex is one of the fastest data analytics frameworks for Python has been independently validated and Tuplex performed even better on their machine than on ours [197]. Research should be available and reproduced Tuplex was awarded all 3 ACM reproducibility badges (Artifacts Available, Results Reproduced, Artifacts Evaluated & Reusable) in 2022.


8.2 | Future research directions

Both Tuplex and Viton are just the start of a new, exciting research direction on building efficient data analytics systems using speculative compilation techniques. Indeed, there are many possibilities on what could be build on top of the existing infrastructure from this thesis:

Tuplex/Viton as execution engine: DataFrames have been widely embraced as an abstraction to process data. One of the most popular frameworks is Pandas [101], with the framework as popular as Python used to be in 2016 [121]. But Pandas is designed to be used single-threaded with a single Python interpreter process. For this reason, projects like Modin [134] or Magpie [68] partition data to distribute work and virtualize the API of Pandas such that alternative back-ends can be used to process Pandas operations. This allows to overcome limitations of the original Pandas API when it comes to both memory and compute. Because Tuplex is based on Python code, it can easily be used as a more competitive execution backend for such higher-level frameworks. Similarly, the ability to handle exceptions in a more robust way than existing frameworks make it potentially usable as execution layer for data cleaning and preperation services like Trifacta's wrangler [74], or for frameworks like Snorkel [145] which uses UDFs written in Python to generate labels.

Virtualization of 3rd party libraries with speculation: Snek [26] proposed the idea to virtualize external library calls and generate more efficient code through lightweight modular staging [150]. Currently, Tuplex does not support compilation of external libraries. However, many popular libraries like PyTorch, Tensorflow, Scipy, Numpy or XGBoost consist of primitives written in C that are surrounded by Python code to integrate them. By using the principle of data-driven compilation together with appropriate virtualization the glue code, the C-primitives could be desugared and inlined with the query Tuplex produces. Because of the tiered path design of Tuplex, it is not necessary to fully compile external modules, but rather it is sufficient to focus on the common-case.

Partitioning of data to fit hyperspecialization: In chapter 6, we introduced the idea of hyperspecialization and showed that efficient sampling strategies are a key issue to achieve sufficient performance. But, sampling information (and code paths) could be stored if data was pre-partitioned such that individual partitions are as homogenous as possible. Over the years multiple techniques like database cracking [59] propose to adapt data layout over time based by using queries as hints on how to physically reorganize data better [163]. Similarly, the information obtained from the normal-case and de-optimizations could be used to adaptively process incoming data and ensure data organization on ingestion to allow for future analytical runs to be performed more efficiently using the observed statistical properties of the dataset.
Extension of data-driven compilation for webservices and stream processing: In this dissertation the focus of the work has been primarily large-scale data analytics. Yet, many popular web frameworks like Django [38], Flask [51] or FastAPI [86] are also written in Python with the same performance issues. Famously, Dropbox decided to rewrite and replace critical pieces of their Python infrastructure with software written in Go [89] and Rust [61] for performance reasons related to Python. The ideas of specializing to the common-case however could also applied for example when serving get requests or within streaming systems when processing chunks of data.

Sample-based optimization: Within this dissertation multiple optimizations have been explored that are based on properties inferred from a sample of the data. Yet, there are many other optimizations that could be carried out like range-based integer optimizations, delayed parsing of fields, or loop-based speculations. Furthermore, in this dissertation we haven’t explored yet any potential speculative vectorization using the data-driven compilation approach.

Cloud-based optimizer: Distributed computing is hard, and especially with the complex pay-per-query models offered by cloud-vendors there are many more dimensions along the questions of: How much memory to use? How to trade off cold-start, hot-starts versus longer periods of starting dedicated instances? When and what to compile of a query? With Viton demonstrating the viability of a compiled prototype of a serverless framework in Python for compiling to native code, an open research question is how to design an optimizer for for the cloud setting. I.e., an optimizer should help to plan where to compile/specialize which codepath to provide the best performance per $ around the typical pareto frontier of cloud-based engines [92]. This hinges on questions like whether we can find measures to decide whether to specialize on a dataset or not.
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